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to retrace our steps by the route which we next morning made another attempt at a
[From the Sydney Gazette, New Holland.]
had entered. During this gale we were un different point, but was equally unsuccess
chiefs came on board.
This personage
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
Interesting
Discovery and Release of an Captain Watson took immediate measures
able to see the distance of a fourth of a mile, ful, being able to approach only three or
JAMES K. REMICH.
Englishman, after seventeen years slave to secure, having succeeded, the others were
constantly passing near the icebergs which four miles nearer, as it appeared perfectly
Office on the Main-street-opposite the Meeting-House.
ry among Savages.
“PPv«cial<
surrounded us, and rendered it necessary to impenetrable. Near us were several ice
driven off, and informed that the chief
>» I,,,I1
TERMS of the gazette and palladium.
keep all hands on deck. On the morning bergs, colored and stained with earth, on
The Easington schooner, Captain Wat should be held captive until the white man
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which oi the 30th the gale abated, and we returned one of which we landed, and obtained nu son, brings with her a young man, named was delivered safe on board. Several strat
ermain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No by the same route to reach the land, when merous specimens of sand stone, quartz, Joseph Forbes, picked up by Captain Wat agems were resorted to in order to get the
paper discontinued, except at the option oi the pub the dangers we encountered among the ice
conglomerate and sand, some weighing an son at Louran, Timor Laut, in Torsse’ chief off, and an attempt was even made to
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
1 he publisher does not hold himself responsible for the preceding night, and our providential hundred pounds. This, I am well satisfied, Straits, on the 1st of April, 1839. Forbes, capture the vessel, which fortunately failed.
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount escape, were evident to all.
gave us more specimens than could have it appears, is the only survivor of the crew’ Captain Watson finding that moderate
charged for its insertion.
We run towards the land about fifty miles, been obtained from the land itself, as we of the schooner Statescomb, of London measures were useless, then gave the chief
when we reached a small bay pointed by should no doubt have fofind it covered with which was forcibly taken possession of, and’ to understand that if the white man was not
„7 "A"11
MISCELLANEOUS.
of.Mn,,,;
high ice cliffs and black volcanic rock, with the ice and snow 100 or more feet in thick ultimately destroyed, and the crew massa given up immediately, he should execute
about 60 miles of coast in sight, extending ness. We obtained a supply of fresh water cred by the savages at Timor Laut, in 1822 summary justice on him. —The chief be
’V
•
EXPLORING EXPEDITION.
to a great distance towards the southward, from a pond in the centre of the same island. -The lad states that he sailed as cabin boy ginning to be alarmed, thought it the best
yod—h|S Co ■
in high mountainous land.
United States Ship Vincennes, ?
Our position was long. 106 deg. 40 min. E. from London, in the Statescomb, Captain policy to comply with the captain’s de
March 10, 1840.
5
lo himself credit I
The ureeze freshened to a strong gale, lat. 65 deg. 57 min. S., and upwards of 70’ Barnes, 1821, bound on a trading voyage mand, and the lad was accordingly given
case ofH
Sir :—I have the honor to report that which prevented our landing, and compelled miles of coast in sight, trending the same among the Islands in Tauris Straits. At UP
be chief was then presented with
three
old
muskets, some handkerchiefs and
having
completed
our
outfits
and
observa

us
to
run
out
after
sounding
in
thirty
fathoms
Melville
Island
Captain
Barnes
resigned
as that we had previously seen.
^ner^tre
tions at Sydney, N. S. W., the exploring water; and within two hours afterwards the
U ruined his
Although I had now reached the position the charge of the vessel into the hands of fish-hooks and then dismissed. Before the
squadron under my command, composed of ship was again reduced to her storm sails, where our examinations were to terminate the chief officer. The schooner reached boy was taken on board the savages told
0 hfe you must half B
lh,° leeM;
Shis ship, the Peacock, Porpoise and Flying with a heavy gale from the southward, with by my instructions to the squadron, 1 con I imor Laut at night, and the next morning him that they were determined never to
3lllVoJy niakea mih
Fish, sailed in company on the 24th of De snow, sleet, and a heavy sea continuing 36 cluded to proceed to the westward along the the captain and the boat’s crew went on hurt another Englishman.—The chief next
,er °„f |lla existence;
cember,
with my instructions to proceed hours, and if possible more dangerous than barrier, which continued to be much dis snore to trade, leaving Forbes, the steward in authority to the captive, cut the arm of
ing fo|]y I
south as far as practicable, and cruise with that of the 28th and 29th. owing to the large colored by earth, and specimens of rock, and another boy, named John Edwards, on another chief sufficiently deep to draw the
Pur “ purged"
•nndreth s Pills ft,
in the Antarctic ocean. Copies of the in number of ice islands around us; after &c. were obtained from an ice island. A board. About n^on Forbes took the glass blood, and with the finger crossed the sword
JOO firm, elastic trealstructions were forwarded to you with my which I received reports from the medical sea leopard was seen on the ice, but the to see whether (he captain was returning to with it ; the chief then tasted the blood and
his countenance is4
officers, representing the exhausted state of boats sent did not succeed in taking him.
despatch, No. 57dinner, and to his horror he saw the savages told the boy to do the same, which he did,
* lull and sparkling
We continued in company until the first the crew and condition of the ship, of which
attacking
and murdering the captain and this being their mode of imposing the obli
’’ and animation;bei
On the 17th Feb., in long. 97 deg. 30
gation of an oath. When the lad was
of January, when we parted company with the following are extracts :
Lys to bis bed^elinj
min. E., lat. 64 deg. S.? land was again boat s crew. Apprehensive that when the
■UK BraNDRETbPi^j
The medical officers on duty, reported seen at a great distance towards the south tragedy going on on shore was completed brought on board his hair was of immense
the Flying Fish, and with the Peacock in a
>y injury being s^;£
fog on the third.
under date of 31st January, that k< the num west. We now found ourselves closely em the savages would put off to take possession length, hanging down nearly to his knees ;
Instead of being
I then steered with the Porpoise in com ber on the sick list this morning is fifteen ; bayed, and unable to proceed in a westerly oi the vessel, and subject those on board to his ears were extended to an unnatural
be stronger, after Inf
pany for our first rendezvous, Macquain’s most of these cases are consequent upon direction ; the ice barrier trending around the same tale as their companions ashore, length from the weight of the ornaments he
ho attack: because?
Island, and from thence to Emerald Island, the extreme hardship and exposure (hey to the northward and eastward, compelled the boys slipped the cable, intending to gel was compelled to wear; his feet were so
become purified, andfe
)ld and impure
our second rendezvous, having passed over have undergone during the gales of wind, us to retrace our steps. We had entered a under weigh, to avoid the impending dan much diseased from the effects of the burning
ovated, and heisnot^
the supposed locality of the latter in the when the ship has been surrounded with ice. deep gulf on its southern side, and it re ger, but before they could accomplish their heat of the sun on the sand, that he was not
des, but has reneitii
long. 162 deg. 30 min. E., and lat. 57 deg. This number is not large, but it is necessary quired four days beating along its northern purpose the savages came off in their canoes able to walk. He had completely forgotten
15 min. S., without seeing land or meeting to state that the general health of the crew shore to get out ofit. During this time our and took possession of the vessel, letting go his native language, retaining only a suffi
urging with Bra
*
is, in our opinion, decidedly affected, and position was critical, the weather changea the small anchor to bring her up again. The cient recollection of it to be able to pro
' but the useless ad!
with the Peacock or Flying Fish.
he body,—the motWj •
On the 10th of January, being in lat. 61 that under ordinary circumstances the list ble, and little 100m in case of bad weather. boys took refuge in the rigging, but the stew nounce his own name ; he was not able e•he blood/ those [®
deg. S.; we fall in with the first ice lands, would be very much increased, while the It fortunately held up until we found our ard was immediately surrounded by the sav ven to understand what countrymen had res
—they impede the la
and continued steering to the southward a- men, under the present exigences, actuated selves again with a clear sea to the north ages, one of whom dashed his brains out cued him. In the course of a short time,
en they settle upon j
with a piece of a handspike, and threw the however, he recovered his recollection of th©
mong many icebergs, which compelled us to by a laudible desire to dotheir duty to the ward.
hen they settle upon
language, and now speaks English as .fluent
last,
refiain
from
presenting
themselves
as
oumatism ; or, upoa t
change our course frequently in avoiding
The ice barrier had now trended to about body overboard. The boys remained at ly as ever he did. The crew of the States
; or, upon the lom
applicants for the list.
them.
the
mast
head
till
the
evening.
The
sava

sixty-two degrees of latitude : the wind hav
upon the intestines,!
“ Under these circumstances we feel ing set in from the westward with dark ges, in the mean time, made several attempts comb consisted of the master, six men and
On the 12th, we run into a bay of field
i lining of the bMt
ice in Ion. 164 deg. 53 min. E., and lat 64 ourselves obliged to report that, in our opin weather, and little prospect of seeing the to go aloft, but desisted from fear.—Seve two boys, all of whom were massacred, with
ralysis, and all the '«
holy to the suffered
deg. 11 min. S., presenting a perfect barrier ion, a few days more of such exposure as land or making much progress to the west ral arrows were shot at the boys, but fortu the exception of Forbes and Edwards.—
to our farther progress south ; a heavy fog they have already undergone, would reduce ward prior to the 1st of March, thereby nately none of them took effect. Fearful Forbes states that about three years ago the
humors from theW;
ensuing, during which we parted company the number of the crew by sickness to such losing time which might be spent to advan however that they could not much longer savages took possession of a Dutch vessel
lose complaints, anil
with the Porpoise, her commander having an extent as to hazard the safely of the ship tage for our whaling interests at N. Zealand, escape, they at last resolved to come down : nt the place called Larrat, some distance
ise ; this is no mere is
from Olillet, massacred the crew, and set fire
directions to follow my written instructions and the lives of all on board.”
ble truth, and each fe
I determined to proceed to the north on the the savages immediately stripped them, put to the vessel.—The Dutch government at
them in their canoes, and took them ashore.
After which, the surgeon being restored evening of the 21 st.
in that event.
r and wide it is becomi
Copang sent a man-of-war to punish the
more appreciated,
I had determined to leave each vessel to to duty, reported lo me as follows :
There was a brilliant appearance of the On their arrival the boys found that the sav murderers, as soon as intelligence was re
ig may more depend!
ages
had
arranged
the
headless
bodies
of
act
independently,
believing
it
would
tend
I respectfully report that, in my opinion aurora australis on the
duce sweetness or,|®
ceived. The village was entirely destroyed
to give, if possible, a greater degree of emu- the health of the crew is materially affected
lly imagined. W
17th Feb. in Ion. 97 deg. 39 min. E. lat. their murdered companions in a line on the by the Dutch, the cocoa nut trees cwt
beach over which they were compelled to
lation to us all ; and being well satisfied that I by the severe fatigue, want of sleep, and ex 64 dug. 00 min. S.
produce sickness.beets ~
down, and the plantations destroyed.
i ; therefore the setts
owing to the ice and thick weather it would posure to the weather, to which they have
Also, on 22d in Ion. 103 deg. 30 min. E. walk. Forbes recognizing his brother, one The inhabitants who, on the first asoon.
of the crew, in the third body on which he
be impossible to continue long in company, lately been subjected ; that a continuance of lat. 58 deg. 10 min. S.
xorcise cannot tes
larm, had taken to the bush, escaped ; but
I deemed it preferable to hazard the event these hardships, even for a very short peri
25th Ion. 117 dtg. 31 min. E. lat. 53 had to tread. On the following day the bod some elderly persons who were unable to
E, the occasional»
ies
were
thrown
into
the
bay.
The
heads
of accident, rather than embarrass our oper od, will entirely disqualify a great number deg. 00 min. S.
ABSOLUTELY re^i!
leave their huts perished in the flames. We
ations.
the Blood, the row.
of men for their duty, and that the necessa
And 1st March 137 deg. 00 min. E. lat. were tied together and hung upon a tree in trust Captain Watson’s humane exertions in
ee from those impiii!
the
centre
of
the
village,
round
which
the
I therefore submit the details of the pro ry attention to the health of the crew and 49 deg. 30 min. S.
the matter will be rewarded by some suita
its steady current®
ceedings of this ship, as they will, without their future efficiency and usefulness, de
The result stated in this report leads me savages danced for three successive days ble mark of public approbation.
morbid humors art;
and
nights.
—
Subsequently
when
decompo

doubt,
nearly
coincide
with
the
movements
mands the immediate return of the ship to a to the following conclusions :—
' mixed with it. Il >
of the other vessels of the squadron, the re milder climate.”
sisted through then
1st. From our discoveries of the land sition had advanced to such a degree as to
The Antarctic Expedition.—-It is not
has provided for h®
ports from which will tend to verify our op
Deeming it my duty, however, to perse through 40 degrees of longitude and the ob become offensive, the heads were taken generally known that Mr. Enderby has fit
Offices in Ne«f
down
and
placed
alongside
a
stone
near
erations.
vere, I decided to continue, and steered a- servations made during this interesting
7, 185 Hudson st.and
ted out an expedition for the purpose of ex
After an unsuccessful attempt to penetrate gain for the land, which we had named the cruise, with the similarity of formation and the beach, where they remained until buried ploring the Antarctic regions. France __ I
nee and Houston^
and
by
the
boy
Forbes,
without
the
knowledge
through
the
ice
on
the
12th
of
January,
we
Antarctic Continent.
position of the ice during our close examina
th Eight Street.
the United States have recently sent out
of
the
savages,
about
six
years
afterwards.
proceeded to the westward, working along
1 Charles Street.
We reached it on the 2d of February, a- tion of it, I consider that there can scarce
ships of discovery lo the same latitudes;
Street.
with head winds and fogs, and on the 16th bout 60 miles to the westward of the point ly be a doubt of the existence of the Antarc On the day succeeding that on which the
and it is believed that Captain D’Urville,
Ireen and Hudson Sir
massacre
took
place,
the
savages
ransacked
we fell in with the Peacock in Ion. 157 deg. first visited, where we found the coast lined tic continent, extending the whole distance
the commander of the French expedition,
Wood street,
the
vessel,
and
after
taking
every
thing
out
43 min. E., lat. 65 deg. 26 min. S.
with solid perpendicular ice cliffs, prevent of 70 degrees from East to West.
n street,
has discovered an Island to the southward of
of
her
to
which
they
took
a
fancy,
they
On
the
morning
of
the
19th
of
January,
ing the possibility of landing, and the same
2d. That different points of land are at
’ourth street.
Van Dieman’s Land. The expedition of
hauled
the
vessel
on
the
beach
and
set
fire
we saw land to the south and east, with mountains tending to the westward. From times free from the ice barrier.
2 Market street.
which
Mr. Enderby is the promoter, will
Levee,
many indications of being in its vicinity, thence we proceeded to the westward along
3d. That they are frequented by seal, to her. The boy Edwards, however, surviv entail no expense on the English Govern
ing street,
ed
his
captivity
about
seven
years,
when
he
such as penguin, seal, and the discoloration the ice barrier, which appeared to make many of which were seen, and offer to our
ment, while it will carry out all the views
lame,
of the water : but the impenetrable barrier from the land, until the third, when we fl enterprising countrymen engaged in those died through the effects of the sun, and ill which Government entertained when Capt.
from Counter^
treatment
of
the
savages.
After
his
death
rcth's Pills.
of ice prevented our nearer approach to it, gain encountered a severe gale from the S. pursuits, a field of large extent for their fu
out being positive!)
his remains were placed in a basket and Ross was sent out. The officer to whom
and the same day we again saw the Peacock E. with thick weather and snow until the ture operations.
has an EngravS
hung
up on a tree on the beach, where they Mr. Enderbv’s expedition has been entrust
to
the
south
and
west.
We
were
in
Ion.
7th Feb., when it cleaied up sufficiently to
4th. That the large numbers of whales, of
gj5observe it has
remained
until the bones fell piece by piece ed, is Captain Mapleton, a gentleman of
104 deg. 27 min. E. and lat. 66 deg. 20 allow us to see our way clear, and we again different species, seen, and the quantity of
le being any gatf
through
the
basket, which had become de high professional merit—a fellow voyager,
min. S.
its that Pills soldi)
approached the perpendicular barrier of ice, food for them, would designate this coast as
cayed,
and
were
picked up and buried fl moreover, with Capt. Ross.—English pa.
On the 22d we fell in with large clusters similar to that which we had previously a place of great resort for them. The fin
County will be siiff
round
the
root
of
the
tree by his sorviving
and bodies of ice, and innumerable ice is seen as attached to the land ; the same land backed whale seemed to predominate.
i.ev, tny only Trial
In the Whig Republican Procession, at
companion
in
misfortune.
During the day
lands,
and
until
the
25th
were
in
a
large
We proceeded on our cruise to the north
being in sight at a great distance. We stood
by ordering fro®
Concord on the 4th, there was a venerable
bay formed by ice, examining the different along the barrier about 70 miles to the west ward and eastward with strong gales, until the boys were employed in planting cocoa patriot who heal the same drum he used dur
id Office,
— BOSTON.
r
points in hopes of effecting an entrance to ward, when it suddenly tended to the south we reached the latitude of certain islands, nuts, yams, melons, tobacco, &c., and dur ing the War of Independence. He was ac
M KENNEBUM the South, but were disappointed. We here ward, and our farther progress south was laid down on the chart as the Royal Com ing a portion of the night in fishing. The companied by an old companion on the bu
Co.;
reached the lat. of 67 deg. 4 min. in long. arrested by a solid barrier of field ice. pany’s Islands, about six degrees to the west food generally consisted of yams and fish. gle. These two veterans formed the Band
rt, by S. IL Ml 147 deg. 30 min. E. being the farthest South After an unsuccessful examination for 24 ward of their supposed locality ; I then stood’ At, first, before Forbes became acquainted which preceded sixty venerable Soldiers of
ord, McIntire
we penetrated.
Appearances of distant hours in all directions, we continued to the on their parallel and passed over their sup with the language, they used to knock the Revolution, who united in the proces
land
were
seen
in
the eastward and west westward along the barrier, as usual sur posed site, but we saw nothing of them, or him down and otherwise maltreat him, if he sion on that day.
Huntress;
ward, but all points except the one we en rounded by ice islands.
any indication of land in the vicinity. I feel did not immediately do what they told him,
dbourne;
Thomas H. Benton.—We find Mr. Benton
tered,
presented
an
impenetrable
barrier.
On
the
8th
and
10th
(being
on
the
8th
confident,
as far as respects their existence whether he understood them or not. Sub every where to have been remembered by
,bets ; Caleb a
sequently
when
he
became
better
acquaint

We here filled up our water tanks with ice in longitude 127 dug-7 niin. east, latitude in or near the longitude or parallel assigned
& Wood;
ed with the language, he was treated much the Loco Focos of New England in their
taken from an iceberg alongside the ship.
65 deg. 3 min. south) we had similar ap them, to assert that they do not exist.
►arks & Wilson;
toasts on the 4th of July. Occasionally he
The last ice island was seen in 51 deg. S. more humanely; but during the whole sev is spoken of as the candidate of the party for
We made our magnetic observations on pearances of distant mountains, but the com
Cushing;
Sheldon Hobbh
the ica. The dipping needles gave 87 deg. pact barrier extending from east to west by A few specimens of natural history were ob enteen years he remained on the island, he President in 1844. This we suppose is in re
was treated as a slave. The savages cut turn lor his abuse of the New England Fish
tained and preserved during the ciuise.
BaraUaxwiyf 30 min. for the dip, and our azimuth com sooth, prevented a nearer approach.
his
ears and suspended from them large ear ermen, and his efforts to abolish the Fishing
pass was so sluggish on the ice, that on be
As I conceive it would be unbecoming in
On the night of the 9th of February, be
rings, nearly half a pound weight in each. Bounties.—Portland Advertiser.
ing
agitated,
and
bearings
taken
again,
it
me
to
speak
oi
our
arduous
services,
the
re

ing
the
first
clear
night
for
some
time,
we
Idick, Georg' <•'
gave nearly three points difference ; the va witnessed the aurora australis.
port and accompanying chart of our cruise His teeth were filed to the gums, his arm
Treasure Discovered.—An Irish laborer at
riation
being
42
deg.
35
min.
E.
A
few
must
speak for us ; but I cannot close this burnt, and the back of his right hand tatoo- New-Haven, on Monday, in digging a foun
We
continued
on
the
10th
and
11th
west

Dennett;
days afterwards, about one hundred miles ward, with southeast winds and fine weath report without bringing to your notice the ed. Whenever a vessel hove in sight he dation, came across a vault which contained
inuel Douglass!
farther to the west, we had no variation, er, close along the barrier, which was more high estimation in which I hold the conduct was bound hand and foot and carried into a stone jar filled with doubloons and other
Merrill,
and thence it rapidly increased in westerly compact, with immense islands of ice enclos of the officers, seamen and marines, during the interior till the vessel had gone. About pieces of gold—all hearing date prior to the
Nathan Eiden,
this antarctic cruise, the manner and spirit, four years ago, two vessels let go their an year 1768. The dwelling, under which it
S Mills,"'c«"11'* variation, from which I am of opinion that ed within the field ice.
when
in
the
ice
bay
we
could
not
have
been
together with the coolness and alacrity with chors at Olillet ; a village adjoining Louran, was found, was occupied during the revolu
On
the
12th,
we
again
saw
the
distant
/ & S. C.
tion, by a supposed wealthy English gentle
very
far
from
the
south
magnetic
pole.
mountains, but were unable to effect a near which they have met the dangers and per- and offered gown-pieces, and other articles, man, named Whiting, who died suddenly,
Dolton; North
*'
as
a
ransom,
but
the
natives
refused
to
give
This bay I named Disappointment Bay, as er approach, being in long. 112 deg. 16 min. formed their duties. I trust that they will
and when his affairs were examined into, it
D Newbegiai
it seemed to put an end to all our hopes of E., and 1 was again compelled to go on to receive from the government some gratify him up ; even if they should offer the vessels was found that he had no funds to pay even
McLellan;
themselves.
In
March
last
a
Dutch
manfarther progress South.
the westward.
ing notice of it. All I can say in their favor
his small debts.
,g McArthur,
of-war anchored at Olillet ; the natives went
On the 27th, we fell in with the Porpoise,
The ice barrier tending more to the south would fall far short of what they deserve.
lames Leave«!
in long. 142 deg. 20 min. E. and lat. 65 deg. ward, induced me to hope that we should
1 shall ever bear testimony that they have on board and informed the commander there
The Providence Clam Bake.—The follow
wyer;
54 min. S.,and parted company shortly af again succeed in approaching nearer the proved themselves worthy of the high char was an Englishman on the island whom ing items formed a part of the stores provid
they
would
give
up
for
some
muskets
and
ed for the great clam bake at Buttenwoods
terwards.
supposed line of coast. On the 13th, at acter borne by our countrymen and the na
¡oodwin;
‘ammunition (the boy was at this time unable on the 4th : 220 bushels of clams, 80 bushels
On the 28th, at noon, after thirteen re noon, we had reached long. 107 deg. 45 vy to which they belong.
quahogs, 1000 pounds brown bread, 500
pulses, we reached long. 140 deg. 30 min, min,, lat. 65 deg. 11 min, S. with a tolera
I have the honor to be, sir, most respect to walk from disease in his feet,) but the of pounds white bread, 5 barrels fish for the
241 Broadway»1’'
fer
was
refused.
The
Dutchman
fell
in
E. and lat. 66 deg. 33 min. S. where we a- ble clear sea before us, and the land plainly fully, your obedient servant,
chowder, 15 barrels crackers and pilot bread,
CHARLES WILKES,
' with the Easington about a week afterwards, 8000 pounds ice, with other things in propor
gain discovered land bearing south, having in sight. I continued pushing through the
run over forty miles, thickly studded with ice until we were stopped by the fixed bar
Com’dg Exp’g Expediton of the U. S.
i and Captain Watson having learned what tion. Whether any clams will be left on the
ini Fl”0,
had occurred, much to his credit, resolved Narragansett shore after this affair is within
icebergs. The same evening, we had a rier about fifteen miles from the shore, and To the Hon. James K. Paulding,
heavy gale from the southeast, with snow, with little or no prospect of effecting a land
Sec’y of the Navy, Washington City.
(to proceed to Timor Laut and rescue the the possibility of a doubt.
captive if possible. On the 31st of March,
hail, and thick weather, which rendered our ing.
Dry cranberries a little in the sun, and the
1
Easington reached Olillet. Several na
Suicide.—Francis Barney, a French Cana
situation very dangerous, and compelled us
I hauled off for the short night, and the
then cork them in tight glass bottles.
I
tives
among whom was one of the principal dian, lately cut his throat at Augusta, Maine,
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17«
; tive spent the whole time in calling the ayes An act for the discontinuance of the surveyor------ . TT
general in the several districts so soon as:
MAIL AKlltLL»
the surveys therein can be completed, and
~~
~
- because, as they proposed appropriations,
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1, 1840.
for other purposes.
Sulim, of Muscat.—We have seen the e e- '
n
.
they
would
take
a
certain
amount
from
the
twenty-sixth congress....... first session.
= National Treasury, which Federal Loco Fo- An act to provide for the collection, safe- gant boat or barge, built and sent out by this
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
keeping, transfer and disbursement of the government as a present to the Sultan of;
coism has already reduced to bankruptcy.
IN SENATE.
i
Muscat.
As
a
model
in
itself,
we
should
say
|
public
revenue.
The same fate befell the joint resolution
K
MONDAY, JULY 20.
FOR PRESIDENT,
was ,perfect.
act to amend the act to provide for tak it
-------------- It is lined and cushioned |
1
Mr. Calhoun made a call, by resolution, on for continuing the charters of the banks of . Anin<
*
the
sixth
census
or
enumeration
of
the
with
rich
blue
damask
silk,
and
silver
plated
WILLIAM H. IIAKRISOTV
‘
President, to furnish all the correspond- the District of Columbia. The Federal Lo
inhabitants of the United States, approved furniture, boat hooks, &c. &c. ; and wequesence and documents held with British au- (co Focos would not allow it to be taken up.
tion
whether
the
Grand
Seignor
has
a
barge
OF OHIO.
March 3, 1839.
v™-!-- ■■■- --thorities in relation to the Slave trade grow. Mr. S. Under
*
An
act
to
authorize
registersand
receivers
to
of
equal
richness
and
beamy,
[From
the
National
Intelligencer.]
kx-^Hg^ut of the sale and transfer of American
___ looking
___ c gl
glass and picture frame maker,
TOR VICE PRESIDENT,
administer oaths required to be taken by wood,
% vessels, provided the same was not incom- THE SESSION OF CONGRESS ENDED.
I 186,
Fultonstreet,
street,nashas just completed as a
purchasers
of
public
land.
186,
Fulton
JOISM TYI»,
patible with the public'interests.
Yesterday, at 2 o’clock, both Houses of
to continue the office of Commission- ■ present to the Sultan, two large and
The joint resolution for the purpose of Congress adjourned, to meet again on the Aneract
OF VIRGINIA.
of Pensions and to transfer the pension framed glasses 10i feet in height and 8£ feet
rechartering the District banks was passed, first Monday in December next.
business
heretofore
transacted
in
the
Navy
in
width,
which
are
worth
seeing.
1
huse
after an ineffectual attempt on the part of
Very little business was done yesterday,
FOR ELECTORS AT LARGE.
to that office.
| presents will do good to the American comMessrs. Allen and Tappan to defeat it. They the most of the four hours’sitting being con AnDepartment
act
for
the
relief
of
John
H.
Sheppard,
merce
in
a
quarter
of
the
world
w
here
iriendISAAC
ILSLEY, of Portland.
are chartered for one year, upon the condition sumed in vain attempts to remove obstacles
• • •
" * of
■ • Abie!
’
’
ly protection is often required.—N. Y. L. Star.
administrator
Wood.
ISAAC HODSDON, of Corinth.
that they pay specie from the time of re to the transaction of business interposed by
An act to extend for a longer period the sev
ceiving their charter.
FOR DISTRICT ELECTORS.
the joint and other rules.
City Post Office on the last day of the Ses
eral acts now in force for the relief of in
The House having stricken out from the
A complete List of the Acts passed dur
CHARLES TRAFTON, for York.
sion.
—
k
has
been
stated
to
us,
by
one
whose
solvent
debtors
of
the
United
Stales
---------------,
.
Army Appropriation bill the $6000 for an ing this long Session will be found in anoth
RUFUS K. GOODENOW, for Oxford.
outfit to Commodore Porter, and $12,000 for er column ; from which the reader will learn An act relative to the iron steamboat, the information on the subject cannot be doubtNew Jersey, formerly the Robert F. Stock- <ed, that on last Tuesday, the day of adjourn
the purchase of an island in the Mississippi, as well what bills failed as what bills passed.
FOR GOVERNOR.
ton.
iment of Congress, no less than three hundred
quite a spirited discussion ensued. Messrs. The contents of the bills passed the reader
Benton, Walker, and others, hoped the Sen can of course only know from the acts them An act in addition to the acts respecting the ¡and forty-four bushels of documents and
OF BANGOR.
judicial system of the United States.
inewspapers were sent from our City Post Of
ate would not recede, that Commodore Por selves, which we shall lay before our readers
An act authorizing Sippican and Matta- |fice by the mails going East, West, North,
ter might not be the only one on the Diplo as early as practicable.
poisett, within the township of Rochester, ¡and South.—National Intelligencer.
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS—YORK
matic list in whose case such an invidious
in the State of Massachusetts, to be known
COUNTY.
distinction was to be made.
No bill was passed to raise money, asked
hereafter as ports under those names.
Shocking Murder.—We learn from our cor DANIEL GOODENOW, of Alfred.
The question was taken on receding from for by the Secretary of the Treasury, to meet
the amendment and carried by a vote of 23 a deficiency of revenue ; but, in lieu of it, a An act in addition to the several acts regulat- ,respondent at Brunswick, Me., that Nathan
ing the shipment and discharge of sea- .iel Melcher, an aged and highly respectable
FOR SENATORS—YORK COUNTY.
ayes to 9 noes.
, provision has been incorporated in one of the
men, and the duties of consuls.
( citizen of that place, was murdered by his JOHN SANBORN, of Limerick.
The Senate, about 12 o’clock, went into 1 Appropriation bills to authorize the Presi
,
Levi Melcher, on Monday last, while in THOMAS CARLL, of Hollis.
the consideration of Executive business, and dent of the United States to execute or not, An act to aiqend an act approved May 13th, son,
1800, entitled “ An act to amend an act a' state of mental aberration, in a most JOHN L. LAWRENCE, of Kittery.
soon after adjourned.
at his pleasure, certain of the appropriations
entitled * An act to establish the judicial ,shocking manner. It seems that the young
actually made by Congress. To the power
courts of the United States.’ ”
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
who is about 30 years of age, was in
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
over the public money given to the Execu An act to continue the corporate existence man,
the field with others at work cutting hay. AR C HI BALD SMITH, of Alfred.
MONDAY, JULY 20.
tive by the sub-Treasury bill, is now super
of certain banks in the District of Columbia The father, who was nearly 80 years old,
Mr. Johnson of Maryland attempted to get added that of dispensing with the laws at his
for certain purposes.
Louisiana Election.—Complete returns
came out and proposed to assist him in
up the Joint Resolution from the Senate to pleasure. Such a practice has, it is true, al An act making appropriations for the naval grinding his scythe. They accordingly went
from
all the parishes in the first Congression
recharter the District Banks, on condition of ready crept into the Government : but it is
service for the year 1840.
the yard, when the son seized a pitch al district show the following result: —for
immediate resumption, but it wholly failed. an abuse, and the legalizing of it is at once a An act making appropriations for the current into
fork, and after knocking his father down,
The amendment to the Army bill, postpon spear and a shield to the Executive, enabling
and contingent expenses of the Indian De-, stuck it into his head near the eye, which White (whig) 3802 ; Leonard (V. B.) 1757 ;
ing some of the appropriations in case of a him to expend the appropriations where the
partment, and for fulfilling treaty stipula caused his death in a few moments.
The whig majority 2045. In 1838 the whig vote
expenditure will most promote his re-elec
deficit, was again debated, but agreed to.
tions with the various Indian tribes for the son then attacked another old man, who with was 3361—V. B. 2442. Whig majority 919.
The Fortification Bill was accompanied tion, and protecting him from responsibility
year 1840.
difficulty saved himself. He then attacked
with a similar amendment, which was also for this misuse of power.
An act making appropriations for the sup some others, and then seized a small dog, Whig gain since 1838, 1126.—In the second
agreed to. So, in regard to the Navy, the
port of the Army for the year 1840.
whose jaw he tore off, and bit several pieces district, Morgan (whig) has 1920 votes;
Army, and the Fortification, the appropria
No act has passed for continuing banking An act to provide for the support of the Mil out of his head. He was secured by the Dawson (V.B.) 1933. V. B. majority 13.
tions are, in a great part, nearly nominal, in powers to the Bonks of the District of Co
itary Academy for the year 1840.
case the revenue from lands and customs lumbia. The resolution forextending bank An act making appropriations for certain for neighbors with the greatest difficulty, and is The New Orleans correspondent of the Bal
now in confinement.
should fall short, and in case the late depos- ing powers till the 4th day of March next to
tifications of the United States for the year
There is said to be no doubt that the per timore Patriot, under date of 15th July, states
ite Banks and the U. S. Bank should not pay such banks as should resume and continue
1840.
petrator
of these shocking things was insane. that “ even this apology for a majority is con
their debts to the government.
specie payments, (a small boon, indeed, but An act for the relief of Chastelain and Pon- For several weeks he has been laboring un
tested. Judge Morgan, (W.) the competitor
Previous to taking up the Fortification still a symptom of relenting tyranny.) which
*
verl.
der a depression occasioned by religious ex of Dawson, (L. F.) has given him notice, I
Bill, Mr. Win. Cost Johnson moved a sus passed the Senate on Monday, was not taken
JOINT RESOLUTIONS.
pension of the 16th joint rule, to allow of the up at all in the House of Representatives. Resolution for the disposition oí certain doc- citement, although he has never before been understand, that his election will be contested
reception of the joint resolution passed by Strenuous efforts were made by those ster- j■ uments now deposited in the Library of considered dangerous. He seemed in this on the ground that in one of the parishes
,| umen
instance to have been seized in a moment
the Senate to continue the charters of the ling friends of this District, Mr. Wm.!. 7,
Cost
Congi
2_._gress.
by a frenzy as sudden and unexpected as it thirty votes were given by minors and other
District Banka on condition of their resum Johnson and Mr. Jenifer to get the resolution
button ’ Resolution
»__ i.
authorizing the Secretary of War was violent and ungovernable.
He has persons under legal disability.
ing specie payments ; but, it requiring a vote of the Senate taken up, and a majority of the
*
’
to continue certain clerks employed in the hitherto borne a good character.
of two-thirds to sustain the motion, it failed— members of the House were willing to take
The last accounts from the third district
office of the Commissioner of Indian
ayes 73, noes 53.
it up. But the consent of two thirds of the
Affairs.
Sea Serpent.—We are informed that this left Moore (whig) about 250 ahead of his
The bill providing for the support of West members present was necessary to get at it, Resolution
for the exchange of books and monster was seen a few days ago from Co opponent (Winn, V. B.) and three par
Point Military Academy was passed by the and the obduracy of the friends of the hardpublic documents for foreign publications.
A party of five or six persons, ishes to be heard from. There is good rea
House and sent to the Senate for concur money anti bank policy could not be subdued Resolution concerning the statue of Wash hasset.
anwiig whom was a sea captain of no Incon son to believe that the whig candidate is elect
rence—a substitute offered as an amendment even by the prayers of a suffering people.
ington,
by
Greenough.
by Mr. C. H. Williams, proposing a different The Banks are left to wind up their affairs, Resolutions authorizing the President of the siderable experience, watched his motions
for more than half an hour, during a part of ed by a handsome majority.
arrangement for the military instruction of and get their money in, as best they can.
United States to accept certain presents which lime he approached within thirty rods
State Legislature.—The whigs lost the
officersand cadets having been first rejected.
from the Irnaum of Muscat, and the Em of the shore. None of the party had the
The amendment of the Senate to the Navy
Senator
from Rapides district which they
No bill whatever has passed at this Session
peror of Morocco.
slightest doubt as to its nature. The head carried last year, and the Senate will there
Appropriation Bill, appropriating the sum of for the benefit or behoof of the Territories
*
and a considerable part of the body was ex
$30,000 for the survey of the Southern! Coast of the United States. This batch of bills had
* Note —In this bill is contained also the fol
posed to view ; that part which was seen was fore consist of 8 whigs and 9 Locos.
from Apalachicola to the mouth of the Mis been reached yesterday in the House of Rep lowing provisions, viz :
It is ascertained that 27 whig Representa
sissippi river, having been dissented from by resentatives : for a time there was a hope For the payment of an award in favor of the supposed to be about 60 feet in length. The
the House, it became the subject of a confer that at least such ol them as were not objected
owners of the steamboats Stasca and Dayton. motion appeared to be caused by lateral fins, tives have been elected and 20 Locos—3 Dis
ence through committees on the part of the to might pass in time to become laws. But For the payment of a balance due for supplies or the movement of the tail under water, and tricts to be heard from. The whigs are
furnished to the Creek Indians after the com not by the undulations of the body as in the
two Houses, and resulted in a reduction of the House had determined by a vote on the
mencement of the disturbances in the Creek land snakes. The bumps on the back were therefore cerlam of a majority on joint ballot
the appropriation to the sum of $10,000, preceding evening, that the Speaker should
country, and before anJduring the removal of observed, as they have been described by of the two Houses. The whigs have probably
to be expended under the direction of the adjourn tire House at two o’clock ; and the
said Indians
witnesses. We have this informa carried two of the thiee districts to he heard
Navy Commissioners.
Session expired in the midst of the calling of , For the payment of the expenses of a division of previous
tion from a source removed from all suspic from,—they very foolishly lost two dele
The amendments of the Senate appropria the
yeas and nays upon a question arising out
the lands of the Brotherton Indians.
ion of misrepresentation or exaggeration.
ting $6000 for outfit to the Minister resi of one of those bills.
’ For the payment of the accounts of Henry Lugates by running extra candidates.
dent at Constantinople, and $12,000 for the
Boston Daily Adv. of^th ult.
| ces & A. P. King, of Alabama.
The result however is a glorious one and a
purchase of an island at the confluence of
For the payment oí an account of Hart & Bos
The Tobacco Interest. — In the course of worth. and John Hart.
the St. Peters and Mississippi rivers, were
Mr. E. C. Delavan, who recently succeed most satisfactory one to the whigs—they have
also disagreed to by the House, and the yesterday’s sitting in the House of Represen For the payment of an account of John H ed against the Albany hewers in a suit for li a majority of the members oj Congress—a
tatives, Mr. Jenifer gave notice that, if by the
Craddock, ot Alabama.
Senate receded from its said amendments.
bel, charged them
*
with making beer from
The House acted only on the three re 1st of January next, the duties and restric For the payment of Mitchell & Fox for labor at vile, filthy water, taken from stagnant pools, majority oj the members of the Slate Legisla
branch mint at New Orleans.
maining Appropriation bills, viz. the Army tions upon our tobacco in Europe were not
gutters and ditches, in which were dead ani ture—and a majority of upwards of 2300 in
bill, and the Military Academy and Fortifica modified, he should ask leave to introduce a For the payment of balances due for military and mats, and in which the water was often green the aggregate vote throughout the State. There
geographical surveys west of the Mississippi.
bill laying countervailing duties.
tion bills.
on the surface, and of the thickness ofcream. is no doubt that the Electoral vote of the
For the payment of Charles Gordon for maps.
They have just adjourned (half past 12,)
He proved the fact, and gained the suit. Slate will be given to Harrison in November,
For
the
payment
of
Auguste
Davezac,
late
Spoliation Claims prior to 1800.—During
*
having
refused to take up any other business.
Charge d’ Affairs of the United States at the Who would drink Albany beer after this ?
the sitting of yesterday, Mr. Cushing gave
and that the Legislature just elected will
notice, that early in the next session he pur ForHague
Washington, Tuesday, July 21.
i make choice of a good whig as U. S. Senator,
the payment of Wm. D. Jones, for diplomat
Fat
Job.
—
The
Philadelphia
Ledger
says
posed to call up for discussion the bill for
ic services.
The House spent the last four hours of the adjusting claims for French Spoliations prior
the largest advertisement any printer ever hadI in place of the present Locofoco incumbent.
session in staving off business. There was a to 1800, there having been no favorable op For the payment of Nathaniel Niles, Charged’ in this country, is said to be that lately given
Affairs
to
Sardinia.
vigilant care to prevent any thing, good or portunity at the present session to act on it. For the payment of Clark & Force for Diplo by the Corporation of N. York to the Even
Great meeting in New Jersey.—About
bad, from passing. Mr. Adams’ Revenue
ing Post, and the New Era, of property to be five thousand of the citizens of New Jersey
matic History.
bill, which had come back from the Senate
That advertisement
repaying cupolas and other fixtures in sold for assessments.
Among the bills which have failed by not Forandthe
with amendments, and which three fourths
was published once a week for thirteen assembled at New Brunswick, in that State,
about the Capitol.
being
finally
acted
upon
at
the
late
session
of the House was in favor of, was no excep
Estimates of Commissioner of Public Buildings, weeks, and comes to over thirteen thous on the 23d nil., to receive their rejected mem
directed to be made by the Committee on and dollars.
tion. The Revenue, this year, loses, accord ol Congress, is the bill for further securing
bers of Congress—men who had been sent
Public Buildings, and Commissioner of Public
ing to Mr. Woodbury, half a million, for want the collection of the duties on imports, (Mr.
to the seat of government with certificates
Buildings to be allowed per centage, for dis
of this bill. The Florida war bill (1500 men) Adams’ bill.) This bill, after it had passed
Qy^The Portland Advertiser is covering of election under the “broad seal of the
bursing money.
was lost. The District Bank, and all the the House, underwent a long debate in the
the present managers of the Argus with con
Territorial bills, were pitched overboard. Senate, and also passed that body, with For the Capt. Snodgrass’s company of volun fusion, by publishing extracts from the Ar State,” but who had been thrust from the
teers.
amendments,
which
amendments
brought
the
The resolution to pay the contesting Jersey
Hall of the House by the wicked and arbitra
bill back to the house. Those amendments To enable the Postmaster General to comply gus during the last war.
men was rejected.
with the resolution of the House of Represen
ry act of a desperate and reckless majority.
were
never
acted
upon,
and
so
the
bill
was
A bill for the relief of Chastelain & PonThe Sub Treasury Law.—The bill for the
tatives of June 23, 1840.
vert, with an amendment paying for the last lost. It is said that its passage would have Section 3d of the act of 7th of July, 1838, rela establishment of the sub-treasury system has The proceedings on the occasion were of the
added more than a million of dollars a year to
volume of“ American Archives,” passed.
tive to certain custom-house officers revived. received the signature of the President, and most harmonious and interesting character.
The Senate did but little but to pass the the revenue.
is officially published in the Globe and othqr In the procession were banners and other em
[Beside these, 70 acts and resolutions were official
Fortification bill.
papers. It goes into immediate effect,
LIST
OF
ACTS,
passed, for the relief of private individuals, or but a part of its provisions are prospective. blems, and it was preceded by a fine band of
The yeas and nays occupied the time of the
Passed
at
the
First
Session
of
the
Twenty-sixth
House. Messages were exchanged with the
relating to objects of a local character and of The act requires the appointment of four Re music. The assemblage was addressed, in
Congress, which closed yesterday.
President, who wished the members a safe
ceivers General of public money, one of a most appropriate and able manner, by
An act making appropriations in part for the no general interest.]
return to their homes.
whom is to be “ located” in the city of Bos Capt Stockton of the U. S. Navy, Messrs.
support of Government for the year 1840.
The yeas and uays on a motion to take up
ton,
and to receive a salary of $2500 per an
From Montevideo.—The Salem Gazette num. The salary of the Receiver General at Filmore, Barnard and Morgan, Members
a territorial bill, brought the hour of 2 An act making appropriations for the pay
of Congress from New-York,—Mr. Evans,
ment
of
the
revolutionary
and
other
pen

says:
—
“
We
are
indebted
to
Mr.
Merritt,
o’clock. It was a tie. The Speaker decided
New York is to be $4000, and of those of
sioners of the United States for 1840.
passenger of the bark Chalcedony, which ar Charleston and St. Louis $2500. The treas Member of Congress from this State, Mr.
in the negative, just as the hour arrived. A
message to the Senate was moved, informing An act additional to the act on the subject rived at this port on Saturday, in forty-seven urer of the Mint at Philadelphia, who will Southard, one of the Senators in Congress
of Treasury notes.
days from Montevideo, for files of papers to perform the duties of Receiver General, is to
that body that the House having completed
the — of May. “ El Nacional,” of the latest receive an addition to his salary of $500, and from N. Jersey, and by Mr. Halstead, one of
its legislative business, was now ready to ad An act for the relief of Gamaliel E. Smith.
the rejected members, who gave a history of
date, has the following postscript:—
journ.—Mr. Wise objected to the message as An act for the relief of George Willis.
the Treasurer of the Branch Mint at New
untrue. A debate arising, the Speaker an An act making appropriations for the civil
•, by the Province of \ Orleans an addition ol $1000. The follow- the proceedings of Congress and the tyranni
“
Declaration
of
War,
and diplomatic expenses of Government
nounced that the hour of two having arrived,
cal doings of the Committee.
' ' n Rosas.—Weing notice of a part of the provisions of the
Tucuman, against the tyrant
for 1840.
the House stood adjourned.
shall publish, within two hours, a supplement act is from the New York Evening Post:
“ He stated, among other things, that when
An
act
to
carry
into
effect
a
convention
be

N. Y. Jour. Com.
From this time forward one fourth of all he summed up the evidence, so little regard
tween the United States and the Mexican to the National, containing the efficient dec
laration of war by the government of Tucu the revenues of the United States, whether was paid to the rights of the State, that out of
Republic.
[Correspondence of the Baltimore Patriot]
man, against the tyrant Rosas. The chiefs they accrue from duties on imported goods, four who composed the majority of the
An
act
authorizing
an
examination
and
pay

Washington, Tuesday, July 21, 1840.
ment ol the claim of the workmen on the of the army of operation against this filthy or from the sale of lands or from taxes, or Committee, one went away ; one composed
assassin, are General La Madrid and Colo from debts due to the government, must be himself to sleep in one corner of the room on
The First Session of the twenty-sixth Con
public buildings.
received in gold and silver, the constitution three chairs; one obtained a comfortable po
gress was brought to a close this day, at two An act making provision for the payment of nels Ligones and Acha.”
al currency. This arrangement will contin sition and slept ; and the chairman only re
o’clock, according to the order adopted by
pensions to the executors or administra
both houses some weeks ago.
What a
Decency and Amiability.—The editor of the ue until the 30th of next June, after which a- mained, to presetve order in this «lignified
tors of deceased pensioners in certain cases.
wreck of public and private business has An act to regulate the duties on the importa Detroit Free Press, who publishes falsehoods nother fourth of the revenue must be receiv and august hotly. He was listened to with
been left behind ! 1 will take the earliest
“ by authority,” and is paid with the people’s ed in gold and silver, making half of the profound attention, and frequently interrupt
tion of productions of the fine arts.
opportunity of reviewing carefully and de An act to provide for the expenses of making money for vitiating the people’s morals, holds I whole. After the thirtieth of June, 1842, a- ed by cries from the crowd, “ We will avenge
nother fourth, and after the thirtieth of June, our wrongs.” ”
liberately the proceedings of the session, and
an exploration and survey of that part of the following language:
1843, the entire amount of the revenues of
present to your readers, in detail, what has
the Northeastern boundary line of the
“ Log cabins ! What are they ? Rendez. every description, including payments at the
A large whig convention was held at Eas
been done,"and what has been left undone
United States which separates the States vous lor the depraved and dissolute—nurseries
■ pOSt office} must be received in specie only. ton, Talbot Co. Md. on the 15th ult. Delewhich ought to have been done. At pre
of Maine and New Hampshire from the for drunkenness, idknesrsanddis^^
This is the substance of the nineteenth secsent it is proper to say that the measures
British provinces.
which have passed into laws are, in greater An act supplemental to the act entitled “ An sir, the very AVENUES AND VESri- tjon of the ]aw providing for the collection and i gations were present from Baltimore city,
BULES OF HELL.”
safe keeping of the revenue, which has been Caroline, Kent, Dorchester, Queen Ann’s,
or less degree, designed tor the benefit of the
act to grant preemption rights to settlers
The last Belfast Journal bases the follow- passed by Congress—a section commonly Somerset and Worcester counties, with bail
Government and not for the people. The
on the public lands,” approved June 22,
Sub-Treasury bill, and the appropriation bills
ing very decent and very appropriate com- uuunu
known by the
me uauiu
name ui
of me
the Dpcvie
specie viavoo.
clause. It
>«, nets,
ij^m, n,g
log cabins,
caouiH, <XzC.
&c, Addresses were made
1838.
....the entire
•
~ ■
for the different departments of the Govern An act to refund the money paid to cancel merit upon a falsehood :
I accomplishes
change •in three by Messrs. Crittenden
and Graves of Ky.
ment, are the great productions of this session.
King of Ga. Jenifer of Md., Beverdy John“ If the bottomless pit were to give up its years.
the bonds given to secure duties upon
I subjoin a condensed sketch of the
The officers who make payments in behalf son of Baltimore and others.
vessels and their cargoes employed in the d—d spirits, they would be received and hailed
proceedings in the Senate and House to-day ;
of the United States, must, in the mean time, j
--------- —----------as saints by the Anti-Democratic party.”
whale fishery.
from which it will be seen that all the busi An act to revive an act authorizing certain
make them in the currency which the act
According to a census recently taken,
ness in which the Territories were interested
A rencontre took place between two mem permits to be received, and after the thir- Saco comains 4408 inhabitants—m 'es 1855,
soldiers in the late war to surrender the
was lost. An Lour
set apart for passing
bounty lands drawn by them, and to locate bers of Congress, in the rotunda of the Cap tieth of June, 1843, they must pay out only females 2553. Whole number of mhabitants
the bills; but the trainbands of the Ex ecugold and silver.
| in 1830, 3219. Gain in 10 years 1189.
others in lieu thereof.
itol, on the evening of adjournment.

. ........ .
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BeZgium.—South Holland laborers, 3d.
Testimony to the Point.—Wo invite the : and
managing
One pow-1 “ Proofs.”—The Democrat calls upon US
cum his
II IO skill
ai.111 in
III uiuuu
Q.MS them.
to
4d.
per day, with board : North Holland,
PROBATE NOTICES,
last
’
erful
means
was
his
own
example.
1
f
------------------------attention of our readers to the following in- ertul
e«n>.P'e-. W|len pr proofs of the assertion madehy us
i his soldiers were subjected to the coarsest weeu t|jat
Ruchanan has advocated the 2d. per day, without board ; Antwerp, 5d. Jit a Court of Probate held at Limerick^
.• .
r
„ 11
z* <1 L ia his
r\ \%r nown
t o - ta-1
per day, do. ; West Flanders, 96s. to 184s.
teresting correspondence.
an(ja scantiest
gcantiest
fa
,IA he
allowed
u^. Dr. 1 arsons is a ; and
tare,
he
aiioweu
ms
1 7 .
„ nr,vn(WfiiV<tPm-thp
that
within and for the County of York, on the
is county, and was on ; (j|e t0 |)e Sprea(] w*nh nothing better than they
Z a
• ii per year, with board.
native of Alfred, in this
first
Monday in July, in the year of our Lord
----1. Another
appeals
to their , would bring- down the wages of the Amen-)i Will the Democrat, while looking over Mr
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vu.
____ byj -,
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board Commodore Perry’. s flag-ship in the ¡enjoyed.
Another was
was
eighteen hundred andforty, by the Hon. WM.
better feelings and motives, to their patriot-1 can freemen to those of the European serf Buchanan’s speeches, hunt up the ‘authentiA. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
hattie on Lake Erie. He is known by many i
lhe¡1. reason anj 8ense ■
¡t
„ f<|
and talks I cated’ report (and such we believe exists) of
OHN STORER, guardian of Abigail Lit
m this vicinity, as eminent foi Ins piotes ,1f ofz.honor,
,
_ , of
_e resorting to severe
cavarOmtn.i
1
instead
punj
tlefield, a minor and child of Nathaniel
ishments-imd hence suciipuIu»lHiiCutavyC,e’ab0Utveryn‘uchlikearnan in a “ Bering the declaration of this Pemocra/w leader,
sional attainments, and as a gentleman of ishments;
¡
and hence such punishments were
Littlefield, late of Wells, in said County, yeo
rarely
inflicted
or
required.
His
general
orpassion,
”
—
one
who
feels
that
he
has
the
made
in
the
U.
S.
Senate,
in
1828,
in
the
great integrity and undoubted veracity.
i rareiy inuiuiuu vr
man, deceased, having presented his ac
1 --I-i
1 have been called a count of guardianship of ins said ward for
at the Thames, reads wrong side of the argument, and is advo- words following
[From the Providence Journal.]
< der, on going into battle
thus
“ The General entreats his brave I
CO-OPERATION OF GENERAL HAR- ’troops to remember, that they are the sons of, eating a rotten and sinking cause, and there- ■ Federalist, and 1 shall never be ashamed of allowance :
ORDERED—That the said guardian
RISON WITH COMMODORE PERRY. ’sires whose fame is immortal. Kentuckians ! , fore substitutes declamation for facts, and t[)e name.”
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
lemiiermemva
««»o... !. but .............
.’’ abusive epithets for calm and courteous re
Newport, 9th July, 1840.
Remember
the River Raisin
remember
“ Plain facts for thinking men.”—Un- ing a copy of this order to be published
My Dear Sir,—As the administration party ¡it on ly
I., while
... - victory is suspended. The re-! plication, and who is so self-deluded as to ’ der this caption the Democrat calls the atten- three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
have chosen to question the military talents venge of a soldier
... cannot. ibe gratified upon qa suppose that his readers will not judge from ’
i tion of its readers to great savings to the Peo- Gazette, printed al Kennebunk, in said coun
of General Harrison in the late war with fane'll enemy.” He knew where to touch i
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
his
very
manner
that
he
is
endeavoring
to
Great Britain, notwithstanding their glorious1 the
,
!■ pie effected by the last and present national to be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on
indignation of his soldiers, and how to,
prop
up
the
weak
side.
We
find
in
an
ex>
results to the country, and notwithstanding turn
'
it to good account; yet he felt the neces
I administrations, by vetoes, reduction of the first xMonday of August next, at ten of the
her testimonials of gratitude for those mer- sity
'
of restraining it, when victory was a- change just the extracts from Senator Bu- j the Tariff, &c., amounting to many millions. clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
its ; and as you were in the battle of Lake1 chieved, by appealing to their sense of honor. chanan’s speeches which are wanted to show
‘ Thinking men” will at once see through they have, why the same should not be al
Erie, and were the intimate friend of Com
Commodore Ferry served as Aid to the
lowed.
modore Perry, and must have known the! General at the Thames ; after which the two that our assertion is correct—sufficient we the falsity of its statements and the decep
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
concert and co-operation between him and conquerors on land and lake returned in the should think to satisfy any candid man that tive style of its reasoning, —and the article
A true copy,—Attest,
General Harrison, and its decisive importance! fleet to Erie, bringing with them many of they are so—and here they are : —
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
will, moreover, call up a few “ other plain
in that crisis to our affairs, I take leave to re their prisoners. It was a spirit-stirring scene
June 18.
“ In Germany, where the currency is pure
quest you to make a statement in writing, to‘ when they landed, and amid the roar of ar- ly metallic, ami the cost of every thing RE facts for thinking men” which will show up
Al a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within
be communicated to the public, of the facts5 tillery and the huzzas of the multitude, DUCED to a hard money standard, a piece the administration in its true light.
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
within your own knowledge, as to that concert1 marched in triumphal procession,—a proces- of broadcloth can be manufactured for fifteen
The Tariff has been reduced, and of course
day of July, in the year oj our Lord eight
and co-operation, with your own views of its’ sioii that Rome might have been proud of, dollars. What is the consequence ? The for
een hundred and forty, by the Hon. WIL
importance. This 1 think due to the fame5 and which Rhode-Islanders might have be- eign French and German manufacturer im the amount of revenue has materially dimin
LIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
of the dead as well as the living ; due also toJ held with joyful exultation; for in that train ports his cloth into our country, and sells it ished. The officers of the customs, then,
the country, identified as she is with the5 moved the brave Commodore Barclay,—he for a hundred dollars. Does not every per one would reasonably suppose, would have EDWARD E. BOURNE, named Execu
tor in a certain instrument purporting
fame of both Heroes.
who had joined in the shouts of victory in the son perceive that the redundancy of our been diminished, and the salaries of those re
Wiih great regard, dear sir,
battles oi the Nile and Traffalgar, now crest country is equal to a premium of one hun tained, in many instances, cut down. But to be the last will and testament of Stephen
Tucker, late of Kennebunk, in said county,
Your friend and obd’t servant,
fallen, and led captive by the youthful hero dred per cent, in favor of the foreign manu
has hot the number of officers of the customs deceased, having presented the same for pro
ASHER ROBBINS.
of Rhode Island on one side, and General facturer?”
been increased since 1829, and the pay of bate :
Dr. Usher Parsons.
Harrison on the other.
And again , ,
,
, _ __
,
ORDERED—That the said Executor
Bin there is one incident of the war which
“ The comparative LOW PRICES of>«»y °f ,hem enlarged ? Now let us turn give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Providence, July 14, 1840.
seems to have been entirely overlooked, and France and Germany have afforded such a | to official documentsand ascertain how much
a copy of this order to be published three
My Dear Sir.—Although averse to med yet is deserving of notice as a part of its his stimulus to their manufactures, that they are j it |ias cost the people for thej collection of the ing
weeks
successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
tory.
It
is
one,
loo,
which
all
ithode-Island
{
dling with politics, 1 feel no reluctance in
now
rapidly extending themselves, and would I jrevenue
-----------since
•.— ions
j
..the four years of zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
1825,
during
should
duly
estimate.
This
State
plumes
it’
stating what 1 know of General Harrison’s
obtain possession, in no small degree, even of
they may appear at a Probate Court to
services whilst co-operating with Commo self upon the victory of the lake, as well it ’the English home market, IF IT WERE Mr. Adams’ administration, the eight years of that
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
dore Perry, and of his popularity in the army may, since many of the officers and the men, 5NOT FOR THEIR PROTECTIVE DU- Gen.
a
Jackson
’
s,
commencing
in
1829,
and
first Monday of August next, at ten of the
besides the Commodore, were natives of her ;TIES. While British manufacturers are l|
he commanded.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
In January, 1813, General Winchester’s soil, yet they ought to remember, that but now languishing, those of the continent are portion of Mr. Van Buren’s :—
they have, why the said instrument should
$864,085-53
1825,
small army was captured at the river Raisin, for the aid of General Harrison, that victory springing into a healthy and vigorous exist
not be proved, approved and allowed as the
855,162
57
1826,
had
never
heen
achieved.
At
the
time
he
1
and as they were returning home on parole
last will and testament of the said deceased.
ence.
”
851,521
29
1827,
visited
the
fleet
at
Sandusky,
before
the
bat

from Fort George to Kentucky, they passed
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
889,327
45
1828,
“ Reduce bur nominal, to the real standard
by the barracks at Black Rock, where I was tle, he saw our crews reduced and weakened
A true copy—Attest,
944,489
18
1829,
stationed as a medical officer of the navy. by sickness. On returning to his camp, he of prices throughout the world, and you cov
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
1,006,059 95
1830,
Frequent conversations with the officers and selected and sent to our aid, from his army, a er the country with blessings and benefits.”—
July
18.
1,155,971
77
1831,
soldiers informed me of the atrocities com large number of prime men, who mixed with Buchanan's speech on the sub-treasury, Feb. 22.
1,287,553 09
1832,
mitted on some of the troops, after they had our sailors, and fought with them, shoulder
“
Articles
are
manufactured
in
France
and
1,402,118 86
1833,
surrendered ; and also of the comparative es to shoulder, like the bravest of the brave. German y for one half of the actual cost in
1,358,951 79
1834,
timation in which Generals Harrison and Commodore Perry returned his thanks to this country.”—ib.
1,320,533 76
1835,
Winchester were held in the West : and as General Harrison in a letter dated five days
1,414,528 10
1836,
il It was but the other day that I saw an
many of them had served under both Gener after the battle, and which reads thus
1,497,275 04
1837,
“ The great assistance in the action of the extract from an English paper which stated
als, they certainly were competent judges of
What excuse, satisfactory to the People,
their merits. They spoke of General Win 10th mst., derived from those men you were1 that whilst the cutlery manufactured in Ger
to send on board the squadron, rend many was equal in quality with the British, can be offered for this prodigal expenditure
chester as brave and patriotic ; but their con- pleased
¡
fidence in the valor, skill and patriotism of ers
( it a duty to return you my sincere thanks it was so reduced in price that the latter of the public money
General Harrison was unbounded,—I may ifor so timely a reinforcement. In fact I may would have to abandon the manufacture al
Is it not a fact, that the annual expenditures
that without those men the victory could together.”—ib.
say enthusiastic. Had he commanded us, say
■
of the general government have increased _
said all of them, the result of the battle had not
■ have been achieved, and equally to assure
“ The foreign manufacturer goes home—
HE most safe and effectual, economical
been different. He alone has the popularity you that those officers and men behaved as purchases his labor, his wool, and all other since Mr. Adams’ presidential term, from 13
Remedy for the diseases of the Hu
and influence that can unite the troops of the good soldiers and seamen. Those under my articles which enter into his manufacture, at millions to upwards of30 millions?—and still man
|
Constitution that has ever been discov
immediate observation evinced great ardor half their cost in this country, and again re
whole West, and lead them to victory.
In a few months my curiosity to see so and bravery,” ami he might have added that turns to inundate us."—Buchanan's speech. the partizans of the administration have the iered.
These Pills are composed entirely of mate
effrontery to talk about “ retrenchment !”
celebrated a General was gratified. The they bled freely, since several of them were Jan 22.
rials extracted from Medical Plants, and war
Our National Treasury is bankrupt—gov- ’ranted not to contain one particle of mercury,
fleet *
ider Commodore Perry, which was numbered among the killed and wounded.
The following comments upon Mr. Buch
The importance of the victories gained by
created at the recommendation of General
ernment drafts are almost every week protest- ,or any mineral substance.
Harrison, arrived at Sandusky, near his Perry and Harrison, to the Western frontier, anan’s theory, as exhibited in the foregoing
Dr. Kingley has spent much time in ex
camp, and fired signal guns, which brought can hardly be over-rated. Within the short extracts, are taken from an editorial article in ed in our cities, and the administration are perimenting with different vegetable medi
an officer on board, who reported the Gene space of six months after the declaration of a late number of the Pennsylvania German, obliged to beg of Congress for acts to author cines, for the diseases of the liver ; and now
ize the issuing of Treasury Notes in order offers his Universal Pills as best, the most
ral to be twenty-seven miles distant, at the war, three armies, commanded by Hull, Van
head of an army of militia, regulars and Renssalaer and Winchester, were used up an excellent paper, edited by F. J. Grund,— that they may keep the wheels in motion. It convenient and cheapest that can be prepar
friendly Indians. Boats (vere despatched to without gaining so much as a single foot hold formerly an ardent supporter of Van Buren, is all fudge to talk about the millions of sav ed for general use ; and in offering them to
bring him and his suite on board, where they in Upper Canada, and the strong fortress at —a gentleman of high literary character,
the public he is actuated more by benevolent
arrived late in the evening of the 19th of Detroit taken by the enemy. On General both in this country and in Europe- He ings to the people “ under democratic ad than pecuniary motives, as the price of the
ministrations,” while the whole nation is medicine will show.
August.
The following morning being Harrison now devolved the protection of the
pleasant, we were all mustered for review, whole frontier west of Buffalo. The enemy speaks uhderstandingly upon the subject, and suffering from the mal-administration of the
They are mild and pleasant in their opera
On the quarter-deck of the Lawrence, stood were in possession of the Lake, and could at we commend the extract to the candid seek government—while a “ reckless gang of” tion, and convey almost immediate convic
General Harrison, surrounded by his chief any moment surprise the infant settlements er after truth, of whatever party.
tion of their utility from the first dose. They
officers in full military dress ; and a more on its shores, and before succor could arrive,
“ We would request the Hon. Mr. Buchan office holders are fattening upon the peo- can be taken with safety by persons of age;
might
pounce
upon
another
and
another.
.
pie
’
s
substance,
and
endeavoring
to
cajole
splendid group I never beheld. But a stran
an to enquire a little more deeply into Ger
and lhe feeble, the infirm, the nervous, the
ger’s attention would, I think, have been Had Harrison advanced towards Detroit by man history and political economy, before he’ or drive them into the support of a party delicate, are strengthened by their operation,
drawn exclusively to the General. His well- the head of the Lake, the enemy might land <commits himself on the floor of Congress,’ who adopt for their mottoes—“ to the victors because they clear the system of humors,
proportioned figure, straight as an arrow, troops in his rear, and Cut off’ his retreat. with such wholesale absurdities as the above.
quiet nervous irritabilities and restlessness,
was nerved to martial yet graceful bearing ; The first blow then to be struck, was to cap- ,If the Germans manufacture broadcloths andj belong the spoils”—“ one currency for the from whatever source, and invariably produce
(
his piercing eye beaming with intelligence, Hire the enemy’s fleet, and Perry having other
articles cheaper than the Americans, it Government and another for the People.” Is sound sleep.
his soldierly expression and dignified man done this, enabled Harrison to pursue and is not owing to the hard money currency ; it supposed that the People are silly enough
The Family Pills are an invaluable reme
ners, rendering him altogether the most capture the enemy, which restored peace to’ but to the excessive competition of labor, to credit these fine stories, and to be influenc dy for the jaundice, sick and nervous head
graceful object among them ; and his whole the bonier settlements of a far extended, and which not only reduces the price ofgoods, but ed by an array of figures, without stopping to ache, dyspepsia, costiveness, sickness of the
appearance realized the expectations formed now populous frontier.
also that of living below the standard of the
stomach, heartburn and bilious complaints,
Such, my dear sir, are a few of the facts United States. A man may live in some enquire upon what they are grounded, and to fever of all kinds, and if taken at the com
of him from the descriptions given by Win
and impressions which seem proper in a re- parts of Germany on $800 a year and keep a how much credit they are really entitled — mencement will invariably check their pro
chester’s troops.
to your note. More might be added, but carriage ; but does this cheapness enrich the that they will believe the national expenses gress, and save the patient from a protracted
A salute was now fired, and the officers plv
,
presented ; and the remainder of the day the page ol history abounds with them ; and mechanic or the husbandman ? Suppose a are being “ retrenched," while they have been and dangerous sickness. They are invalua
was employed in planning the future opera it remains to be seen whether this long-tried German earns 12A cents a day, and is able to
ble in nervous and bypocondriacal affections,
tions of the fleet. It was the intention of the and faithful servant, who has done more to a- live on 10 cents ; and an American, owing to trebled in eleven years—that the country is luss of appetite and all complaints to which
prosperous,
while
its
treasury
is
empty
and
meliorate
the
condition
and
promote
the
in

Commodore to storm the batteries at Malden
the high price of every thing, earns a dollar,
females alone are subject. They operate as
and set fire to the enemy’s fleet, unless it terests of the Western States than any other but requires 80 cents to live upon, which of its drafts are under protest—that the People a mild and speedy purge, and as a safe and
should come out to meet us. But while man living, and whose valor in the field has the two will be better off in the end ? Will are thriving tinder democratic administrations, certain remedy for worms in children.
preparations were making for this, the fleet shed lustre on our national escutcheon, shall the American, in the course of time, not he
I might publish a volume of certificates
appeared early in the morning of the 10th of receive the acknowledgments of a grateful able to buy out the German ? And as for while business and prices and prospects are but consider it unnecessary, as the medicine
September, and the result of the day was people, or whether his fame shall be blotted the hard money currency, which the Honor as they are ?—No, no. “ The People” will will recommend itself to all who will make
communicated to the General that evening in from memory’s tablet, by the foul aspersions able Senator lays such a stress upon, does not be so easily deceived. They will require trial of h,
JOHN KINGLEY.
the following words: “ Dear General, we of reckless demagogues and hirelings.
he not know that the two largest German more evidence than mere say so to makei
These Pills are put up in neat boxes of
Yours, with great respect and esteem,
have met the enemy and they are ours—two
States, Prussia and Austria, have a paper cur
two sizes, the large size contains 60 pills, the
USHER PARSONS.
ships, two brigs, one sloop and one schooner.
rency, the Prussian Treson Scheine being in them believe that white i§ black or black price is 50 cents ; the small size contains 25
Hon. Asher Robbins.
Loud, indeed, were the rejoicings of the
circulation all over Germany, and the Notes white,
pills, price 25 cents.
troops, as they came on board with the Gen
of the Austrian National Bank equivalent to
& Nash are General Agents for
We learn that Mrs. L. H. Sigourney of thePalmer
Tennessee.—The prospects of the whigs cash from the Rhine to the Danube. The
eral, for transportation to Malden. They
above pills in the United States—of
Hartford,
takes
her
departure
for
England
in
who had long slept on the earth, and endured in this State are of the most cheering charac fact is that the great stimulus given to the in
whom they may be had in any quantities, at
the hardships and privations of camp life in ter. There was an immense gathering of dustry of the Germans by the Tariff-Union, the Liverpool packet ship Europe, Capt. Mar No. 48, Ann Street, Boston, near the market.
a wilderness, waiting for an opportunity to a- the whigs at Knoxville on the 4th of July. the wisest and best measure that ever eman shall, to sail 1st of August, (to-day.)
Alexander Warren is Agent for the sale
venge the death of their companions slaught
ated from the Cabinet of Berlin, has in every
of thpse Pills in Kennebunk.
ered in cool blood at the river Raisin, and to Several counties were represented, and not part of Germany so far increased the de
HYMENEAL.
Aug. 24, 1839.
eoply
wrest the scalping knife from savage hands; less than 6000 East Tennesseeans listened to mand for a convenient medium of exchange
MARRIED—In Gorham, Daniel Kimball jr.
now saw the road open for them to reach and the speeches delivered on the occasion.
as to call a number of Provincial Banks into Esq.of Buxton, to Miss Mary Watson of G.
^OfXCE.
grapple the enemy hand to hand—and earn
existence, which now flourish in the princi
HE full blooded Horse, CHARLES
est were they for the conflict.
M O R G A N i bright chesnut color,
fl^The general election in North Caroli pal town of Germany. Did not the English
OBITUARY.
The General and his army were on board na commenced on Thursday last, and will be. with their flush paper currency, undersell the
black mane and tail—Well built—will stand
DIED—In Kennebunk-port, on Saturday at the stable formerly improved by Isaac Ki!with us for some days, and it is due to both
, Germans in their own mart at Leipsic and
of them to state, that from what 1 saw and continued on the first and second Thursdays’ Frankfort on the Maine, notwithstanding the morning last, of consumption, Miss Mary D. ham, at Kennebunk Landing} during the
heard, however different it may sound from of the present month. What the result will hard currency of the latter, until the king of Bell, aged 21 yrs., daughter of Mr. John Bell. present season. For further particulars en
In Saco, 25th ult. Mrs. Gratia, widow of the
the reports now circulated by noisy dema be it is impossible to predict with any degree Prussia protected the German manufacturer,
quire of
IVORY GOODWIN.
mos G. Goodwin,Esq. aged 35 years.
gogues, never was there an army more ar of certainty. The whigs in the adjoining through the medium of the Tariff League^ lateInAKennebunk-port,
Kennebunk Landing, July 20, 1840.
28th June, Mrs. Betsey,
dently attached, or more enthusiastically
from the dangerous and fearful competition wife of Mr. Samuel Wildes, aged 31 years.
PROVISIONS, FARMING TOOLS, &c.
proud of a General, than this. Although States look upon it as doubtful—the Van of Great Britain ? And what is the moral
In this town, 16th ult. an infant daughter of rg^HE subscriber has for sale—
composed of heterogeneous materials—of Buren men claim it as certain for the “ fol Mr. Buchanan and his compeers wish to Mr. Thomas BoorHBY,aged 17 months.
A Flour, Pork, Cheese, Rice, Sugar, Cof
volunteers and drafted militia—of regulars lower in the footsteps.” We shall see.
draw from these facts which ought to speak
In Berwick, 9th ult. Mrs. Amina, wife of Mr.
fee,—Rakes, Scythe Sneaths, &c. &c.,
and Indians, each having its peculiar notions
in a voice of thunder to the American me Timothy Wentworth, aged 89 years.
JOS. E. HATCH.
In York, Jeremiah M., child of Mr. Jeremiah wholesale and retail.
of discipline, yet were they marshal
« Black Cockade.”—The Van Buren pa chanic and laborer ?”
Kennebunk, July 17,1840.
Noble of Portsmouth, aged 30 months.
ed into harmonious and efficient action, and pers have a great deal to say about the Black
Our readers will learn from the following
In South Berwick, 1st, Mrs. Mary E., wife of
co-operation, by his skilful hand ; and all of L________
___
_
on
CYTHES, Scythe Sneaths, Austin's
them, from the hoary headed Governor Shel Cockade which was a party badge some 30 facts what are the wages in France, Germany Mr. Aaron Sias, aged 27 years.
Scythe Rifles—and Hay Forks,
years
ago.
It
was
undoubtedly
worn
by
by, down to the lowest rank of soldiery, were
and Belgium.
For sale by
S. H. GOULD.
alike eager to win his favor by bravery and many who are now acting with the whigs,
SHIP
NEWS,
Kennebunk-port, July 18, 184(h
3w.
Wages in France.—Calais, common labor
discipline, and seemed to regard him as the and by as many, at least, who are serving ers, 7Ad. per day with board and without
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 1,1840.
only person capable of leading them to victo
; Boulogne, 5d. per day, with board
arrived.
ry. And did he disappoint them ? Did they in the Locofoco ranks. “ The first man who dwelling
HE subscriber wishes to purchase all the
and without dwelling ; Nantes, 8d. per day,
July 29 and 30—Schs. Nile, Walker, Boston ;
not within a few days capture the only army ever mounted a black cockade as a federal without board and without dwelling ; Mar
Hens within one-eighth of a mile of
Ocean,
Oakes,
do.
;
that was captured during the war? Yet badge" was Richard Rush, a leader of the seilles, 4d. 7d. per day, without board and
his premises, for which a fair price will be
Moro,
Mitchell,
do.
;
what do we hear in the face of these facts ? Van Buren party-one whose sayings are without dwelling. The food in some dis
paid in cash on delivery. He prefers silver
Grape, Ward, do. ;
Why General Harrison, forsooth, is a coward,
to lead to rid himself of unwelcome visiters,
tricts “ consists in rye bread soup made of Superior, Emery,do.
quoted
by
the
self-styled
Democrats
of
the
an old granny, a petticoat General. I can on
inasmuch as it will save him personal vexa
memoranda.
millet,
cakes
made
of
Indian
corn,
now
and
ly state it as my belief, that, had any assassin present day as gems of the first water—who then, some salt provisions and vegetables,
Ar. at Boston, 25th ult. ahip Propontis, Wise, tion and others perhaps bard feelings.
of this patriot’s hard-earned fame used such is honored with office and acknowledged as rarely if ever, butcher’s meat.” In others, St. Ubes, 25th June.
JOS. E. HATCH.
epithets in the hearing of the army at a party leader !
Cid. at Mobile, 12th ult. ship Luöy, Murphy,
Kennebunk, July 11, 1840.
“ wheaten bread soup made with vegetables,
the time referred to, every sword would
.
a little grease or lard twice a day, pota Liverpool.
Al Havana, 4th ült. brig Swiss Boy, Blaisdell,
The crops,—Accounts from the South and
have leaped from its scabbard to seek revenge
toes
or
other
vegetables,
but
seldom
any
for Hamburg. [Sid. for Cowes, 12th.1
generally concur in representing the prosin the defamer’s blond.
NEATHS and Austin’s Rifles, just re
’s meat.”
Ar. at Wilmington, N. C. 22d, sch. Norway,
The success of General Harrison in gain I pect of an abundant harvest as unusually flat butcher
ceived by
Germany.
—
Dantzing
laborers,
4fd.
to
7d.
Boston.
ing the entire confidence and willing obedi- tering. In North Carolina, 8th ult. the far- per day, without bread ; Muhlburg, 7fl. per GiUpatrick,
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
Cid.
at
New
York,
27th,
brig
Perseverance,
en e of his armv, was owing to his superiorr ) .„¿were busi.y engaged in harvesting their PJune 19,1840.
Burnham, Wilmington, N. C.
knowledge of the sp.mgs of human action,
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ake particular notice.-in j
JJFST OF LETTERS
Quackery,
i BRANDRETH’S PILLS.
many hundred certified cases which '
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk,
E most barefaced and villainous, is so i
VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
have been made public, and in almost every I
VUBJU1U
„, that
m« persons
PmSUUB muivwa
win LIN- }
common,
afflicted with
Maine,
June
30,
1840.
proved by the experience of thousands to
[From Blackwood's Magazine.']
species
of
disease
to
which
the
human
frame
I
GERING
COMPLAINTS,
are
often
imposed
A. B.C. D. E. F. G.
imposed ! be, when properly persevered with, a
HOPE.
is
liable,
the
happy
effects
of
MOFFAT
’
S
‘
on
by
pretended
cure-alls,
and
have
reason
for
.
V
ui
O
.«
O Only One disease
ILLIAM ALLEN, Joseph Ayers,* r ; cure in every ....w
form v>
of m
the
Disease,
If Hope be dead—why seek to live ?
Emilus L. Beckley,—Collector ofthe LIFE PILLS AND PHENIX BITTERS ; the most heart-rending suspense, but when I an- ! all having the same origin, and invariably arise
For what besides has Life to give ?
have
been
gratefully
and
publicly
acknowlj
nounce
that
—
“
If,
after
giving
them
a
fair
trial
from
the
UNIVERSAL
ROOT
of
all
disease,
Port, William Clough, David Cliff’, Edmund
Love, Life, and Youth, and Beauty, too,
edged. The public cannot, therefore, be t00 j for the complaints specified below, they proveJ namely,
’ IMPURITY or IMPERFECT
— circula
.

Currier,
Henry
Crooker,
Amos
Cousins,
—
If Hope be dead—say ! what are you ?
often reminded that they recommend them- useiess tl,e inoney shall be refunded,” it js pre. ! tion of the BLOOD.
William
Durrel,
Mrs.
Hannah
Durrel,
—
Love without Hope I It cannot be.
selves in diseases of almost every description I suined> that they will not hesitate about trying
In
a
period
of
little
more
than
three
years
in
James Emery.—Asa Fairfield, 3, Oliver Free
There is a vessel on yon sea,
the United States, they have restored to a state of
THE LIFE MEDICINES have been thor-iiI my
mv AMERICAN RENOVATING PILLS,
man, Edward Foss,—Miss Elizabeth Gowen.
Becalmed and sail-less as Despair,
health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
tested,
and
pronounced
a
sovereign
'
oughly
H. I. J. K. L. M.
! an invaluable
remedy
for. •all Bilious,
Consump. THOUSAND
And know—’tis helpless Love floats there.
over ¿1»
as
I .
1 FA
.
J
I
7
X LlWVkJniXJLZ persons, who
W HV were
vvuiu givutl
remedy
for
Dyspepsia,
Flatulency,
Palpitai
......
...
„given uver
Life without Hope ! Oh, that is not
Joseph Hatch, 2, Enoch Hardy,—William (ion of the Heart; Loss of Appetite, H^art-1 ft?thj!
of
,be
.
fir8t
”
»
k
ttnd
To live ; but day by day, to rot,
Lord, 2, William Lord, Jun., Jeremiah Lord,
standing, and in many cases when every other
With feelings cold and passions dead ;
G. & I. Lord. Ruben Littlefield, John Larra burn and Headache, Restlessness, Ill-temper, the patient has been tapped or saturated with remedy had been resorted to in vain.
To wander o’er the world and tread
” cases of- Pain or Weakness, whether
bee, Mrs. Olive Littlefield,—Amos Maddox, Anxiety, Languor and Melancholy, Costive mercurial preparations, either of which renders it
i In all
it
Upon its beauties ; and to gaze,
a cure doubtful, though such cases have been j be chronic
it be »-«deafness
4^
*
^»
vror
* recent, whether lb
V, U I lj V>lOO VI
* or
Miss Mary Maddox, Benjamin Mitchell, Miss ness, Diarrhoea, Cholera, Fevers of all kinds, cured
by
them.
*
1
......................
...
Quite vacant, o’er its flowery maze.
Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsies of all kinds,
I pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
Ann M. Mitchell.
Oh ! think, if this be Life I then say,—
These Pills are composed of a great variety of tional or from some immediate cause, whether
Gravel, Worms, Asthma and Consumption,
N. O. P, Q. R. S.
t( Who lives when Hope has fled away ?”
simple
physical
and
restorative
medicines,
and
James Nason,— Benjamin Osgood.—Wil Scurvey, Ulcers, Inveterate Sores, Scorbutic they have effected the most astonishing cures it be from internal or external injury, it will be
Youth without Hope ! An endless night,
by persevering in the use of these Pills.
liam Parsons,—John Ross, William Ross,— Eruptions and Bad Complexions, Eruptive when “ Regular Physicians” and every thing cured
Trees which have felt the cold spring’s blight,
This great principle of “PURGING” in
The lightning’s flashes, and the thunder’s strife, Smith and Porter, Jabez Smith, William complaints, Sallow, Cloudy, and other disa else had failed, the patient having been given up sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is
Yet pine away a weary life
Scamman, Mrs. Jamin Savage, Mrs. Sophia greeable Complexions, Salt Rheum, Erysipe to die ; and testimonials are continually being found much more convenient to take an occa
las, Common Coldsand Influenza, and vari received, showing their wonderful efficacy in
Which older would have sunk and died
Smith.
dose of halfa dozen Pills, and be always
ous other complaints which afflict the human building up debilitated constitutions and securing sional
Beneath the strokes their youth defied—
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
But, curst with length of days are left
the
H
ealth
I
frame.
In
F
ever
and
A
gue
,
particularly,
Larance Tapley, James Taylor, Miss Eliz
blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that
To rail at Youth of Hope bereft.
A full statement of extraordinary facts, direc if you are not killed, you will be sure to have
abeth Taylor,—Mrs. Rhoda B. Varney,— the Life Medicines have been most eminently
And Beauty, too,—when Hope is gone—
tions
to
Consumptive
persons,
and
Certificates
successful
;
so
much
so
that
in
the
Fever
and
months of miserable weakness, and the only one
James Warren, A. Warren, George Wilson,
Has lost the ray in which it shone;
may be found in a pamphlet, a copy of which ac who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the
Philip Wormwood, Mrs. Warren, Miss Nan Ague districts, Physicians almost universally companies
And seen without this borrowed light,
each
box.
prescribe them.
difference between the appearance of those two
cy Wells, Miss Sarah A. Wheeler.
Has lost the beam that made it bright.
A box of 2 ounces is sold at the very low price persons—one has been treated by your regular
All that Mr. Moffat requires of his patients of 50 cents, and to prevent imposition the names
54
tpys
Now what avail the silken hair,
is to be particular in taking the Life Medi of all persons, who are made agents for selling practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
The gentle smile, and gentle air,
JAMES OSBORN, P. Master.
cines strictly according to the directions. It them, will be found annexed to my advertise is, see how the shadow of death throws his
The beaming eye, and glance refined—
solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
Faint semblance of that purer mind—
is not by a newspaper notice, or by anything ment in the State paper for the time being,
LIST OF LETTER®
see how he trembles in every Hmb ; kis eyes
As gold dust, sparkling in the sun,
Remaining m the Post Office at Kennebunk he himself may say in their favor, that he
TESTIMONIALS.
sunk
; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
Points where the richer strata run ?
port, July 1, 1840.
hopes to gain credit, it is alone by the results
Though 1 prefer that the success of my Pills perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
Alas ! they now just seem to be
of a fair trial.
should rest on their own intrinsic merits, 1 an the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
B. C. D. E. G. H.
He
Bestowed to mock at Misery.
OHN BROWN, 3d,—Joseph Curtis, 2,—
MOFFAT’S MEDICAL MANUAL; de nex the following as specimens ofthe many cer says, “ most inveterate case of Liver coirr
*1 hey speak of days long, long gone by,
tificates
I
have
on
hand.
Miss Mary G. Derbon,— Asa English, signed as a domestic guide to health.—This
plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
Then point to cold Reality,
Cumberland, Aug. 2d, 1837.
dies saved him.”
Energetic measuresi i. e,
Benjamin Emery, Miss Harriott B. English, little pamphlet, edited by W. B. Moffat, 375
And, with a death-like smile, they say—
This
may
certify,
that
in
the
spring
of
1829,
I
—Samuel H. Gould, Alexander Gould,— Broadway, New-York, has been published was seized with a fever, which afterwards Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution.,
Oh ! what are we when Hope’s away ?”
Samuel Hill.
for the purpose of explaining more fully Mr. brought on the Dropsy. After trying several better say.—So to save life you must half poison
Thus Love, Life, Youth, and Beauty too,
Moffat’s theory of diseases, and will be found physicians to no advantage, I went to Portland, with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
When seen without Hope’s brightening hue,
L. M. P. S. W.
All sigh in Misery’s saddest tone,
D. W. Lord, 2, Solomon Leach, Jesse Lar highly interesting to persons seeking health. and placed myself under the care of Dr. Brown ; MERCURT—and positively make a man mis
the sad remainder of his existence; this is
“ Why seek to live if Hope be gone ?”
rabee,— William Mitchell,—Miss Mary A. It treats upon prevalent diseases, and the when, after repeated trials to no effect, 1 was erable
called curing. Shocking folly !
Pitts,
—
Jeremiah
Smith,
2,
Clark
Sibley,
—
causes
thereof.
Price,
25
cents
—
for
sale
by
pronounced
totally
incurable.
Despairing
of
life,
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the
EVENING^ HOUR.
which had now become a burden to me, I return man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
Nathan Wormwood, Juliett Williams.
Mr. Moffat’s agents generally.
Sweet Evening Hour, sweet evening hour !
(t/^These valuable Medicines are for sale ed to my parents in Cumberland, in 1830, and Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
___________ OLIVER BOURNE, P. M.
gave myself up to a lingering death.
Hearing conscious strength, his countenance is clear
That calms the air, and shuts the flower ;
by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
of the great success of Mr. J. G. Fernalds and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
That brings the wild bee to its rest,
! Cheap / Z Cheap / Yl April 8,1840.
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The infant to its mother’s breast. ’

Sweet hour that bids the laborer cease,
That gives the weary team release,
And leads them home and crowns them there
With rest and shelter, food and care.
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MILO JASPER GOSS

_

KEALTII AND STRENGTH.

Pills, however, in cases similar to my own, I
was persuaded to try them, as a last resort. To
my great surprise as well as satisfaction, I soon
found myself recovering ; and upon taking his
Pills the Dropsy left me, and 1 became perfectly
well in the course of six months.
I make this
statement, and wish it published for the benefit
of those who are suffering under similar cases ;
that they may know what has cured one who has
suffered every thing but death, and who consid
ers his life saved by the above medicine.
E. S. THOYIES.
JAMES HILL, Esq. of North Yarmouth, has
authorized me to state, that after having buried
four daughters, all of whom died of a constitu
tional Consumption, the fifth and only remaining
one, was given up to die, with the same com”
plaint, by several “ Regular Physicians.”
In
this situation she commenced taking my “ Amer
ican Renovating Pills,” and by persevering ac
cording to my directions, she was in a few weeks
restored to health, and has been able to dis
charge her domestic duties now for six or seven
years.
The following was drawn up by the Rev.
Joshua Taylor, one of the venerable fathers of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, and forwarded
to me. after being signed by his wife, and the
wife of Greely Sturdivant, Esq.
We, the undersigned, having derived great
benefit from Mr. J. G. Fernald’s Pills; do
cheerfully recommend them as a safe and useful
Medicine. Our cornplaints were of a Bilious
character, and we were reduced to a slate of
great debility, and we experienced many uneasy
and painful sensations ; but by taking those Pills
according to Mr. Fernaid’s directions, we were
relieved and restored to a state of perfect health.
We still keep and use the/n, as a family medi
cine, and would not be without them on anv ac
count.
DEBORAH Y. STURDIVANT.
HANNAH TAYLOR.
Cumberland, Nov. 6th, 1837.
Agents.—Dr. A. E. Small, Portland, General
Agent ;— County of YorA;—Daniel Remjch,
Kennebunk ; William J. Condon, Saco ; Ebenezer Sawyer, Hollis ;— County of Hancock—Aus
tin & Jordan, Ellsworth.
JOSEPH G. FERNALD.
Portland, May 1st, 1838.

the feeling of new life and animation; he has
been confined a few days to his bed, but he us

AS purchased the Stock of Goods of >^R. s. o. RICHARDSON’S SHERRY
ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
WINE BITTERS.—This article is high
George D. Conant, and has also made
soon rose without any injury being sustained
ly
recommended
by
several
of
the
most
respecta

, a large addition of NEW GOODS, just pur
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
ble physicians and editors in the country as de
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
chased in Boston, which he offers to the old cidedly
the best medicine ever offered to the pub
entirely recovered the attack : because his
O, season of soft sounds and hues,
customers of G. D. Conant and the public lic, for all those prevalent diseases called Jaun
blood
and fluids have become purified, and hav
Of twilight walks among the dews.
generally, at very low prices. The Stock con dice, Liver Cornplaints, Heart Burn, Dizziness,
ing
purged away the old and impure fluids, the
Oi feelings calm, and converse sweet,
sists in part of
Dyspepsia, Headache, wandering or settled
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
And thoughts too lovely to repeat!
Eng. and Am. Prints from 6^ to 34 CIS. pains, sinking faintness, sour stomach, loss of
down by useless particles, but has renewed his
per
yard
;
appetite,
weakness
of
the
limbs,
nervous
debility,
Yes, lovely hour ! thou art the time
life and body both.
costiveness
and
piles.
They
preclude
the
ne

Summer
Cloth
of
all
descriptions
;
When feelings flow and wishes climb;
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
cessity
of
using
pills
that
the
public
are
advised
Ladies’ Blk. and White Silk Gloves ;
Vhen timid souls begin to dare,
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
to
take
in
large
quantities,
which
serve
only
to
“ Silk Pic-Nic
do. ;
And God receives and answers prayer.
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and
debilitate the patient, and doom him to be a pill
“
Kid
do. ;
corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors
swallower to the end of his days.
Then trembling through the dewy skies,
“
Cotton and Worsted Hose ;
which cause disease—they impede the func
P. S. Barnard and W. S. Skinner continue as
Look out the stars like thoughtful eyes
tions of the liver when they settle upon that
“
Silk and Raw Silk Shawls and travelling Agents.
Of angels, calm, reclining there,
organ, and which, when they settle upon the
Handkerchiefs ;
Remember his medicine can never be obtained
And gazing on this world of care.
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
Ladies’ Shally Hdkfs. ;
of pedlars on any pretence whatever.
nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro
“ Silk Fancy do. ;
Sweet Hour.1 for heavenly musing made—
Prepared from medicinal plants and roots, at
duce consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos
“
“
Scarfs ;
When Isaac walked and Daniel prayed;
Dr. Richardson’s laboratory, South Reading.
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
When Abram’s offering God did own;
Sold wholesale and retail, at his office, No. 15,
Cotton Flag Hdkfs. from 8 to 25 cts.;
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
And Jesus loved to be alone.
Silk Bandana, Flag and Pongee Pocket Hanover street, Boston, and by most Druggists
of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
and Merchants throughout the New-Enirland
Hdks.;
all who behold them.
States.
6
Edinboro’ Shawls ; Highland Plaid do. ;
Yes, purging those humors from the body is
Price 75 cents per bottle. His dry bitters, put
Thibet
do. ;
Shally
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
up in a pressed form, are 50 cents per paper.
'YJ"AS just received in addition to his forBlue Blk. Gro de Nap Silk ;
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
For sale in Kennebunk, by Daniel Remich,
JL mer stock,
Fig’d Green Gro de Swiss do.;
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
Alex. Warren and Samuel Jordan.
’
2000yds. English and American Prints;
Black Sinshaw do. ;
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
June 20, 1840.
2000 do. Bro. and Blea. Sheetings and Shirt
known, and more and more appreciated.
Light and Dark Bonnet Silks ;
ings; Broadcloths ; Cassimeres and Sattinets ;
The cure by purging may more depend up
Fig’d
“
Linings ;
NATURE
’
S
GRA^TX)
on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
Rich Satin Stripe ; ChaliysMourning
Silk and Cotton Velvet ; Col’d and White
STO£UTiV£.
than may be generally imagined. Whatever
Lawn ; Fancy Silk Shawls ; Plaid Silk Cambrics ; Lawns ; MuJins ; Laces ; White
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
Hdkf’s ; Choppas ; Ceylon Hdkfs. ; Raw Silk Linen Hdkfs.; Wrought Lace Collars; White
ffflHIS
Valuable
Vegetable
Medicine
stands
it tendsto putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
do. ; Cashmere do. ; Col’d Cambrics ; While Lace Veils, &c. &c.
of constant exercise is seen.
-fi- unrivalled for the following complaints,
do. ; Swiss Mull Muslin ; Bleached Drilling ;
Gents. Kid, Buck and Linen Gloves;
When constant exercise cannot be used
viz ¡-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv
White and Col’d Flannels ; Silicias ; Check’d
Kid Walking Shoes and Slippers ; .
FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos
Gingham Cravats ; Coat and Suspender But
Blch’d Shirting from 6£ to 14 cents ;
Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by
tons ; Italian Sewing Silk ; Marshall’s Linen
5-4 “ Sheeting ;
Thus the conduits ofthe Blood, the fountain
cleansing
the
stomach
and
bowels,
cures
Thread ; Taylor’s Cott. do. Pound and Paper
of life, are kept free from those impurities
Bro. Shirting from 6| to 10 cents ;
pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds
Pins ; Warren’s Drill’d Eyed Needles ; Fac
which would prevent its steady current minis
“ Sheeting from 8 to 12£ “
and
Coughs
of
long
standing,
Hoarseness,
tory Warp, Nos. from 7 to 20: Silk Cords and
tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
“ Drillings;
shortness
of
breath,
Nervous
complaints,
&c.
Braids; White Cott. Hose; Gent’s Mixed
vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
Bed Ticking from 12£ to 23 cents ;
Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known
ture which is thus assisted through the means
Cott. do. ; Hooks and Eyes ; Brown Linen
A small assortment of FANCY GOODS. in removing St. Vitus’ Dance; two bottles
and outlets which she has provided for herself.
for Jackets ; Bishop’s Lawn ; Book Muslin;
Also, a large Stock of Cloths, such as
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
Check’d Cambric; Ladies Paris Kid Gloves ; Blk., Blue Bik., Blue, London Brown, Mix’d, have been known to cure this afflicting dis
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
Gent’s do.; Ladies Silk do.; Blk., White, and Green, Invisible Green BROADCLOTHS,’ ease after having baffled every exertion for
Bowery, between Prince and Houston Sts.
four years.—It has a most powerful influence,
Col’d Pic Nic do. ; Furniture Patch ; Rib together with a good stock of
TRUfANT’S COMPOUND.
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas
bons ; Galloons ; Linen and Cott. Tapes ;
CASS1MERES & SATINETTS,
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
ant to take, and so easy in its operation that
Mourning Hdkfs. ; Fans ; Col’d Snool Cot of a variety of colors and qualities.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
M. B. TRUFANT would say to the
it may be administered to the infant with
ton ; Pearl Shirt Buttons ; Bone and Metallic
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts..
Groceries.
public, that the increased demand for
safety.
Stay Rings ; Silver Thimbles ; Steel do. ;
Pa. 154 Wood street.
Sou., Y. Hyson and Pou. TEAS ; Havana
the above article, from abroad as well as Pittsburg,
at
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
Ivory Combs ; Braces; Linen Cambric Bro. and White Lump and Loaf SUGARS ;
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
home, warrants him to believe it to be as
DANIEL
REMICH.
Hdkfs ; Victoria Robes ; Bed-ticking.
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
Pepper ; Spice ; Ginger; Tobacco ; Cloves ;
recommended, when faithfully applied, as the
Who will supply the article, to dealers, at following will show :—
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
—also—
Cinnamon ; Coffee, &c. &c.
the
lowest
wholesale
prices.
JVew Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
A general assortment of Groceries, Hard
—also—
THIS Medicine is the most safe and effec
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
Ware and Crockery; Scythes; Scythe
Glass and Crockery Ware ;
tual remedy ever yet discovered. The sub
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
Snaiths : Scythe Rifles, and other Farming
Hard Ware ; Butts ; Screws ; Door Latch
scriber has been Agent for the sale of the aCASE
ruled
Leiter
Pap
O
’ How to he secure from Counterfeit Pills
per—white and
Tools ; Painted Pails ; Corn Brooms ; Patent es ;
blue
—-fine
fine and superfine
superfin —which will bove medicine for a few months, and during purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
-------Mop Handles: Stone and Brown Ear
Looking-Glasses, &c. &c.
that time has seen persons affected with the
Never purchase without being positively sure
be sold at very low prices.
then Ware ; Paints and Oil ; Gentlemen’s
M. J. Goss will keep constantly on hand
Salt Rheum in every degree, from a very th»it the person selling has an Engraved cer1
case
Brandywine
Quarto
Post
—
fine
and
Seal Skin Boots; Misses Kid Slippers Paints and Oils ; Japan ; Varnish ; Turpen extra.
slight touch on the hand to the covering of• tiheate of Agency, and O’observe it has been
for 46 cents a pair—a very fair article ; tine ; Dye Woods, &c.
the whole body, completely cured by the a- renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
Bath
Letter
Paper
;
Embossed
do.
do.
a good assortment of Ladies, Misses, and
Qj^The above Goods were bought low Note Paper.
bove medicine ; and Would recommend it after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
Children’s Shoes; Men’s and Boy’s do.— and carefully selected, and will be sold as low
holder are genuine.
7
Cap and Pot Writing paper, ruled and un with the utmost confidence, to all affected in
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
Together with a variety of other articles not as can be purchased in the county.
any
degree
with
the
above
complaint.
And
ruled ; Fancy, Marble, Coloured, Ticket, Mo
Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
mentioned—which are offered at very low
fl?’Ladies and gentlemen purchasing, are rocco, Tissue, plain and embossed Gold, and resort has been had to this in cases of obsti by
Agent in Maine-or by ordering from my
prices for cash or approved credit.
invited to call and examine.
nate
humors
of
years
standing
with
entire
Principal New England Office,
J
Drawing Papers. Bristol Board—white and
Kennebunk-port, July 18, 1840.
6w.
M. J. Goss feels confident that all those who colored.
success.
SAMUEL ADAMS.
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
may wish to purchase Goods will find as
Hallowell,
February
20,
1839.
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
Cartridge, Envelope, Post-Office and Lo«
good an assortment and prices as low as can Papers—by the ream or quire.
OT369CE!
JOHN OSBORN & Co.;
The subscriber having been Agent for the
be found in the country. A share ofthe pub
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
Writing Paper, ruled for bills, memoran sale ofthe above named medicine for several
lic patronage is respectfully solicited.
dums, &c. &c. constantly on hand.
and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
months, and having known of several cures andSaco
Seleucus Adams ;
D. REMICH.
performed
by
using
it,
can
safely
recommend
WANTED
Lyman, William Huntress;
it to those afflicted with Salt Rheum.
1® tons good BUTTER.
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;
STATIONERY.
J. E. LADD.
Alfred, June 8, 1840.
3m.
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery •
THRESH supplies of Quills, Metallic Pens ;
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
J *
[From
a
gentleman
in
Hartford,
Ct.J
JL
Blue, Black and Red Ink ; Ink-pow
NOTICE OF INSOLVENCY.
South
Berwick,
Parks
&
Wilson
;
M
r
.
T
rufant
.
—
Dear
Sir:
Hearing
of
an
der, &c. &c. Just received by
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
extraordinary cure of Salt Rheum in this vi
rr
D. REMICH.
HE subscribers, appointed by the Judge
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
cinity by the use of your Compound ; I wish
Kennebunk,
May
13,
1840.
of Probate for the County of York,
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
you to forward me by way of Boston, four
Commissioners to receive and examine the THE OLIVE BR IACH,
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John IL
packages to be sent from Boston to Hartford
Spear ;
claims ofthe creditors to the estate of
^dministratrlai? Notice.
by Mail.
AMAZ1AH NOBLE,
(TT3 Devoted to CHRISTIANITY, MU
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free-«
October, 1839.
man ;
YTOTICE is hereby given, that the subscri- late of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased, TUAL RIGHTS, POLITE LITERA
Price One Dollar, with full directions.
ber has been duly appointed adminis represented as insolvent, hereby give notice TURE, GENERAL INTELLIGENCE,
York, Alexander Dennett;
For sale by
tratrix of the estate of
that six months from the date hereof are al AGRICULTURE and the ARTS.... Price,
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
D. REMICH, Kennebunk.
lowed said creditors to bring in and prove 82 in advance—$2 50 on credit.
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
JESSE LARRABEE,
A. LUQUES, Kennebunk-port.
The above newspaper is a superb imperial JWay, 1840.
late of Kennebunk-port, in the county of their claims ; and that we will attend the bu
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
]y.
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
York, deceased, and has taken upon herself siness to which we are thus appointed, at the sheet, new type, and is intended to be equal,
that trust by giving bonds as the law directs. office of William B. Sewall in said Kenne if not superior, to any other paper of its kind
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Aver
sciiootTbookK
-—000-------P. M. ; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
All persons having demands against said es bunk, on the last Mondays of each ofthe fol in New England, if not in the United States.
It has already gained admittance, as a A LARGE assortment of School Books,
tate are requested to exhibit the same ; and lowing months, viz. : July, September and
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
all persons indebted to said estate are called November, from 1 to 4 o’clock in the after choice paper, in some thousands of the first £*■
comprising every kind used in the ’J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
noon of each of said days.
upon to make payment.
families ;—extending to the remotest corners Schools and Academies in this section ofthe
Cornish, John McLellan ;
W. B. SEWALL,
of the most distant States.
Limington, James McArthur;
AUGUSTA M. LARRABEE.
country—for sale, in quantities or at retail, at
THEODORE THOMPSON.
Kennebunk-port, July 4, 1840.
OC/^The fifth volume, with great improve the lowest cash prices.
Waterborough, James Leavett;
Kennebunk, June 1, 1840.
ments in size, &c. will commence on Satur
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
Also, a small lot of Miscellaneous Books,
day next, (18th inst.)
Buxton, T. Bo I les ;
m neat bindings, at a large discount from the
Carriage and Sign Painting.
Off ice of Publication, 62 Corn regular retail prices.
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
hill, Boston.
Acton, Wm. Evans.
14, 15 and 16 Ann Street, Boston.
SPANIEL GLASIER, having taken the
100 Bibles,—Quarto, Octavo, 18 mo. and
THOMAS F. NORRIS, Editor,
Pocket—bound in Calf, Morocco, Turkey
B, BRANDRETH, M. D,
Shop over Charles W. Kimball’s, would
------- 000---- HENRY C. GOODWIN, Publisher.
241 Broadway, N.Y.
leather, &c. Cheaper than ever before offered.
inform the inhabitants of Kennebunk and vi FJ1HIS house is one of the oldest and most
May,
1839.
July
15,1840.
1resPectahle in the City, having been es
For sale by
p, REMICH.
cinity, that he will attend to all kinds of
tablished many years. It is in the centre of
Kennebunk, May 13,1840.
CARRIAGE, SIGN & ORNAMEN*
Writing Fluid.
TAL PAINTING.
Ii business, and well supplied with the best the
PACKAGE of fine CUTLERY, com
GROSS Partridge’s Leather PreservaN. B. All. work done by him will be war-I' market affords. Merchants and others from
ELT’S Black W riling Fluid, which flows
prising
Pen,
Pocket
and
Jack
Knives,
—
tive, this day received—for sale by the ■
the country will find every thing to make
ranted to stand.
as free as the Blue Fluids,—possessing
Scissors, &c. &c. This day received by dozen or single cannister by
Kennebunk, April 23, 1840.
their durability without their corrosive prop
3rn. I them comfortable. Price 75 cents per day
T
D.
REMICH.
„
D. REMICH.
*
JOSEPH DREW.
erties. For sale by
D. REMICH.
June 26, 1840.
May 9, 1840.
March 12, 1840.
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